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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation I discuss several facets of the 

ecology of the elegant trogon (Trogon elegans). In Chapter 

1, I present information on habitat selection by the trogon 

from 1993 to 1995 at three spatial scales (those of the 

mountain and canyon, home range, and microsite scales). At 

the broadest (inter-mountain and inter-canyon) scale, 

trogons were positively associated with cover by sycamore, 

pinyon, and juniper vegetation, and the abundances of three 

bird species. At the intermediate scale, radio-tagged 

trogons in the Huachuca and Santa Rita mountains used both 

upland and riparian areas, and selectively used sites with 

dense vegetation within those areas. At the microsite 

scale, nest sites of trogons were primarily located in 

sycamore trees in riparian areas. Successful nests could be 

discriminated from unsuccessful nests on the basis of three 

variables. Adult trogons used trees that were mostly dead 

for several behaviors besides nesting, and males foraged 

from sycamore and oak trees. Across all three scales, 

trogons were associated with variables describing sycamores, 

junipers, pines, and oaks, indicating that these trees were 

important to elegant trogon habitat use in Arizona. 

In Chapter 2, I present information on the behavior and 

phenology of nesting elegant trogons in the Chiricahua, 

Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains in 1993-1994. I describe 



the average durations and characteristics of nest 

advertisement, incubation, brooding, nestling attendance, 

and fledgling attendance behaviors. Elegant trogons in 

Arizona had different behaviors from other members of 

Neotropical Trogonidae, especially in regards to their 

durations of incubation and feeding. 

18 

In Chapter 3, I present analyses of disturbance records 

collected while observing trogons in 1993-1995, and the 

finding that elegant trogons did not react strongly to most 

contacts with humans. However, on some occasions trogons 

reacted long enough to humans to potentially impact their 

productivity at nest sites. Therefore, some protection of 

nesting trogons may be warranted. In general, management of 

trogons in Arizona will require consideration of whole 

watersheds, including the condition of riparian water tables 

and upland vegetation. 



CHAPTER 1: HABITAT SELECTION BY ELEGANT TROGONS (Trogon 

elegans) AT THREE SPATIAL SCALES. 

INTRODUCTION 

19 

Habitat selection has been defined as the process by 

which animals choose appropriate habitat components (Johnson 

1980, Hutto 1985:458, Wiens 1985). Habitat components are 

the resources and environmental conditions that usually 

operate as proximate factors to promote habitat occupancy by 

individual animals, and may ultimately contribute to 

survival and reproduction (Hilden 1965, Morrison et ale 

1992:11). Selection occurs on multiple temporal and spatial 

scales (Hilden 1965, Johnson 1980, Hutto 1985, Wiens 

1989a:227-247). Humans have frequently organized these 

scales into hierarchical arrangements for ease of 

understanding natural patterns. For example, Johnson (1980) 

suggested four spatial levels of habitat selection: the 

geographic area or landscape; the home ranges where animals 

conduct their activities; the specific microsites within 

home ranges; and within these microsites, the animals' 

choices of how to procure and use fine-scaled resources. 

Levin (1992) and Wiens (1985, 1989a, 1989b) emphasized 

the importance of concepts of pattern and scale in the study 

of ecological phenomena. Levin (1992) further noted that 

successful conservation and management requires 
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understanding ecological phenomena at multiple scales, and 

understanding the interactions among disparate scales. 

Several studies of habitat selection have been attempted at 

multiple scales, and in some instances, have attempted to 

bridge scales. Wiens et al. (1987) and Wiens (1989a: 

228-232) found that at a geographic (regional) scale, 

shrubsteppe birds were associated with several structural 

features; however, within regions, the associations between 

birds and habitat structure disappeared or changed 

significantly. At even finer, local scales (i.e., study 

sites and study plots) patterns of habitat selection were 

sometimes similar and sometimes different from those 

expressed at broader scales. 

Similarly, Sherry and Holmes (1988) examined habitat 

relations of least flycatchers (Empidonax minimus) and 

American redstarts (Setophago ruticilla) in northeastern 

hardwood forests. They found that the flycatchers were 

negatively associated with the distribution of redstarts at 

the 4-ha plot scale, but at the regional scale, the two 

species were positively associated because they used the 

same vegetation types. Patterns that bridge scales were 

found by Sedgwick and Knopf (1992), who evaluated the 

characteristics of nesting and singing sites of willow 

flycatchers (Empidonax traillii) at three different scales. 

They found that regardless of the scale of measurement, 
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flycatchers were consistently associated with the abundance, 

density, and coverage of willows (Salix spp.). Gutzwiller 

and Anderson (1987) also studied habitat associations of 

birds at three scales and found that patterns of habitat 

relations on one scale predicted the relations on other 

scales for some species, but not for others. 

The variety of bird-habitat relationships seen among 

species and scales makes it important to identify the scale 

at which a study is being conducted, and to define the 

domain to which the results apply (Wiens 1989b, Keane and 

Morrison 1994). Additionally, if observations of habitat 

selection are averaged across spatial and temporal scales, 

then real patterns of habitat selection may be obscured 

(Wiens 1985). An obvious dilemma in studies of habitat 

selection is how to choose the most appropriate scale{s) of 

investigation. Studies at multiple scales of an animal's 

perception are valuable because they give ecologists a more 

complete view of the influences of habitat components on 

wildlife-habitat relationships (Gutzwiller and Anderson 

1987, Wiens 1989b). As noted above, they also allow 

researchers to determine patterns on one scale that are not 

predictable from other scales. However, each scale has 

separate utility for understanding the habitat requirements 

of species. For example, fine-scaled studies (at the level 

of the individual) allow more information to be collected 
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about the mechanisms underlying patterns of habitat 

selection (Wiens 1989b). The habitat patterns seen in 

populations and species ultimately result from a summation 

of the responses of individuals to habitat components (Wiens 

1985). Keane and Morrison (1994) and Martin (1995) 

advocated intensive studies of animal behavior and 

demography to determine what habitat components influence 

these characteristics. Martin (1995) stated that by 

determining the ultimate causes of population problems 

(i.e., decreased reproduction and survival), we can identify 

habitat requirements of animals and their environmental 

limits, and thereby identify immediate targets for 

conservation and management actions. 

However, as Keane and Morrison (1994) suggested, the 

best of all situations is for researchers to conduct both 

fine- and broad-scaled studies to gather information for 

species conservation. Studies focused too narrowly on the 

fine, individual scales may miss events that occur on the 

larger scales; conversely, studies focused only on the large 

scales may miss the individual dynamics that caused the 

patterns (Wiens 1985). Johnson's (1980) hierarchy provides 

a logical framework for evaluating how animals choose and 

utilize habitat at different spatial scales, and several 

researchers have both directly and indirectly used it to 

evaluate habitat selection (e.g., Gutzwiller and Anderson 
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1987, Wiens et al. 1987, Carey et al. 1992, Sedgwick and 

Knopf 1992, Etchberger 1993, VanderWerf 1993, Hayward et al. 

1993) . 

Surprisingly few studies, however, have addressed 

multi-scaled habitat selection, despite the abundance of 

papers advocating the approach (Holling 1992, Levin 1992, 

Wiens 1984, 1985, 1989a, 1989b). A sample of studies from 

the 1995 issues of Journal of Wildlife Management (JWM) and 

Conservation Biology (CB) revealed that only 11% (of 18 

papers) in JWM, and 50% (of 22 papers) in CB evaluated 

wildlife-habitat relationships at more than one scale. In 

addition, studies that did address multiple scales most 

commonly only examined two levels. In light of this, I 

developed a study that assessed habitat selection at three 

levels, similar to those discussed by Johnson (1980). The 

elegant trogon (Trogon elegans), a neotropical migrant bird 

that breeds in several mountain ranges in southeastern 

Arizona, was my subject species. The trogon's migratory and 

habitat-use patterns made it amenable to this study because 

it ranges widely on a geographic level, but also uses very 

specific areas within the region for breeding activities. 

The purpose of the study was to determine the factors that 

influenced habitat selection by trogons at different 

environmental spatial scales, and to determine if any 

factors bridged the scales. I therefore evaluated selection 



at the mountain range and canyon level; the home range 

level; and the microsite level (i.e., the level of 

individual trees within the home ranges of trogons) . 

Species background 

24 

The elegant trogon occurs primarily in Mexico (Sonora, 

northwestern Chihuahua, Durango, Zacatecas, Nuevo Leon, 

Tamaulipas south to Guerrero, and in Veracruz and Oaxaca) , 

Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica 

(American Ornithologists' Union [AOU] 1983:364). The 

northernmost portion of its population, however, is 

partially migratory, and some birds fly into the United 

States to breed in a few mountain ranges in southeastern 

Arizona, southern Texas, and southwestern New Mexico 

(Pearson et al. 1936:131, AOU 1983:364, Edwards 1989:49). 

The largest populations of trogons north of Mexico occur in 

Arizona. 

Elegant trogons usually arrive in southeastern Arizona 

in early April to late May, but sometimes also in June 

(Taylor 1979-1983). Although it is not known if trogons 

move among canyons within mountains before they settle, on a 

few occasions they have been observed in pine (Pinus) 

vegetation above 2575 m elevation early in the breeding 

season (Brandt 1951:552-553). Thus, trogons may first 

arrive at high elevation and then later move down into 
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drainages. Some trogons also apparently arrive paired and 

ready to breed (Taylor 1979-1983). Trogon nests in the 

United States are most commonly found in riparian vegetation 

in the pine-oak (Quercus) belt from 1515 to 2120 m elevation 

(Taylor 1983). Some trogon nests have been found in 

cavities of silver-leaf (Q. hypoleucoides) and Arizona white 

oak (Q. arizonica), and Apache (Pinus engelmanii) and 

Chihuahua pine (g. leiophylla) (Taylor 1979-1983). But for 

the most part, trogons in Arizona nest in sycamore trees 

(Platanus wrightii) in drainage bottoms; 64% of the 59 nests 

described by Taylor (1983) were found in sycamore cavities. 

Most of the trogon nests in Arizona have also been within 

300 m of perennial water (Taylor 1980-1983) . 

Elegant trogons do not excavate their own cavities, but 

use those made by woodpeckers (e.g., northern flickers 

[Colaptes aura], acorn woodpeckers [Melanerpes 

formicivorus]) or created naturally from decayed or broken 

parts of trees. Taylor (1979-1983) summarized information 

from 1944 to 1982 on nest cavity characteristics. He found 

that cavities, on average, were located about 7.5 m high in 

12-m tall trees, and the holes extended an average of 39 cm 

deep from the entrance, although there was wide variation in 

depth among nests. Trogons lay from two to four eggs, and 

Taylor stated that two eggs may be normal for birds in 

Arizona. Clutches are most commonly laid in May and June in 



nests that contain little (if any) nest material (Skutch 

1942). Both the male and female incubate, and eggs hatch 

after about 18 days (Taylor 1978-1983) . 
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Elegant trogons forage by flycatching or gleaning 

arthropods of the orders Heteroptera and Lepidoptera, and 

the families Acrididae, Locustidae, and Mantidae (Cottam and 

Knappen 1939). They also eat berry fruits if they are 

available (e.g., from southwestern chokecherry [Prunus 

virens] and birchleaf buckthorn [Rhamnus betulaefolia] ; 

Taylor 1978). During breeding, they have been observed 

foraging among stream-side plants, including oaks, 

sycamores, Arizona black walnut (Juglans major), canyon 

grape (Vitus arizonica), southwestern chokecherry, arroyo 

willow (Salix lasiolepsis), birchleaf buckthorn, and 

Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus sp.) (Taylor 1979-1983). 

Both males and females feed nestlings, and continue feeding 

young for about one month after they fledge. Most young 

fledge from late June to late July. Adult trogons split 

their broods after fledging occurs (with the adult male 

apparently tending the young males, and vice versa for the 

females) (Taylor 1979-1983; L. Hall, unpubl. data). The 

adults then tend the young for about one month after 

fledging (L. Hall, unpubl. data). Further details on the 

historical background of elegant trogons in Arizona are 

given in Appendix 1. 
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METHODS 

Mountain range level habitat selection 

Distribution and relative abundance of elegant 

trogons.--To determine the distribution and abundance of 

elegant trogons among and within mountain ranges, I 

conducted point counts of trogons from mid-April to late 

June 1993-1995. I conducted counts in seven mountain 

ranges: the Atascosa, Chiricahua, Huachuca, Patagonia, 

Rincon, Santa Catalina, and Santa Rita mountains, in 66 

canyons that were either used historically by trogons or 

contained at least some potential trogon habitat (i.e., 

pine/pinyon-oak-juniper vegetation). Streams within canyons 

were either third or fourth order in size (Horton 1945, Cole 

1994) (Appendix 2) . 

Counts were made from stations spaced 300 m apart (as 

assessed by pacing) in each canyon. Most stations (95%) 

were located in the riparian vegetation. The 300 m distance 

between survey stations was based on previous work showing 

that male elegant trogons may have territories ranging from 

220 to 575 m long (Taylor 1979). So, 300 m was within the 

range of Taylor's findings. Each count was started at about 

1515 m elevation (the lowest extension of pine-oak-juniper 

[Juniperus] vegetation or the highest extension of mesquite 

[Prosopis] vegetation). I conducted each count from dawn to 

~ 1100 h, or from 1700-1900 h to maximize my chances of 
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observing trogons (they are most vocal in the morning but 

also call prior to sunset). Transects had from six to 27 

stations, depending on the length of the canyon and the 

extent of the pine/pinyon {Pinus cembroides)-oak-juniper 

vegetation. Counts were conducted two to three times per 

canyon every year (e.g., Morrison et al. 1981, Verner 1985). 

Counts were conducted on days with no rain or wind 

speeds that could substantially affect hearing (Manley et 

al. 1993). At each station, I stopped for seven minutes to 

listen and watch for trogons; I played tapes of trogon 

territorial calls for two of the seven minutes to elicit 

their responses. If a trogon was seen or heard I recorded 

the estimated distance from the station to the bird (a 

variable radius circular plot count; Reynolds et al. 1980), 

the sex of the bird (if known), and whether it was a new 

individual or one probably recorded at a previous point that 

day. It was not difficult to distinguish individual trogons 

because they called repeatedly in response to the playback 

tape and usually followed observers for one to three points 

after first being counted. For this reason, if the tape 

elicited a response by a trogon, I did not play it at the 

next point, or at subsequent points if it was obvious that 

the same trogon was still calling. Between four and five 

observers counted trogons during each season in 1993-1995. 

Observers were trained to estimate distances, and their 
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estimation skills were periodically recalibrated during each 

field season to avoid high interobserver variance. 

I calculated the relative abundance indices {RAls} of 

trogons in each canyon as: 

~otal Total no. individual trogons/season =1* 
no. survey stations} {Total no. surveys/season!J 

100. 

RAI units are therefore the average number of individual 

trogons per canyon per season. 

I compared trogon abundances by one- and two-way 

parametric analyses of variance {ANOVAs; Zar 1984:chapters 

11, 13}, or nonparametric ANOVAs {Kruskall-Wallis [K-W] 

ANOVA and Friedman's test; Zar 1984:176-179} to determine if 

there were differences in trogon numbers among mountain 

ranges, canyons, and years. I used nonparametric tests when 

the variances among groups were not equal or the 

distributions were not normal {Zar 1984:176}. At this and 

the other two spatial scales, I used SPSS/PC+ {Norusis 1992} 

to analyze the data. 

Potential predator and competitor counts.--I also 

conducted point counts of potential avian predators and 

competitors of trogons (common and scientific names given in 

Table 1) in a sub-sample of the drainages where I counted 

trogons, to determine if the abundances of these birds were 



related to the abundances of trogons among canyons. I 

counted these species two to three times per year in 29 

canyons distributed among the Atascosa, Chiricahua, 

Huachuca, Santa Rita, Patagonia, and Rincon mountains. 

Counts were conducted in the same manner as for trogons, 

except that at each station the count lasted only five 

minutes because no trogon tape was played. I counted all 

points between first light before sunrise and 0900 h. 
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I calculated the relative abundances of potential 

predators and competitors for each canyon, in each year. 

RAls were calculated in the same way as for trogons, except 

that I used the total number of detections of each species 

rather than the number of individual birds of each species, 

because I could not distinguish individual birds. The RAls 

for each species in each canyon were then entered into the 

regression analyses (below). 

Characteristics of canyons.--I recorded the following 

information in each canyon: vegetation associations (i.e., 

dominant and co-dominant woody perennial plant species) in 

the riparian and upland areas around each count station; 

nature of the water flow in each canyon (perennial, 

intermittent, or ephemeral); starting and ending elevations 

of transects, to represent the lower and upper limits of 

potentially suitable vegetation for trogons; and directional 

orientation of the drainage, summarized from topographic 



maps and from aspects I measured in 11 canyons (see Home 

range habitat selection, below) and averaged across points 

(with circular statistics; Zar 1984:chapter 24). All 

canyons were grouped into those that were used or were not 

used by trogons. Canyons were considered "not used" if I 

observed at least one trogon on at least two counts in one 

of the three years of the study. In this study, a "not 

used" canyon does not imply that it was never used by 

trogons, only that I did not find any trogons there during 

my surveys, and did not hear from any other professional 

biologists or amateur birdwatchers after my surveys that 

they had observed trogons there. 
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I used stepwise linear multiple regression (MR; Zar 

1984:chapter 20, Neter et al. 1985) to determine which 

combination of variables best explained variations in trogon 

abundances among mountain ranges and canyons. Before 

conducting the MR analyses I examined the multicollinearity 

of the 53 total variables that were going to be entered into 

the tests. Percent cover by juniper edge vegetation was 

highly correlated (r = 0.88) with cover by juniper upland 

vegetation, and cover by pine edge vegetation was correlated 

with cover by pine upland (~ = 0.78) and pine riparian (~ = 

0.73) vegetation in a canyon. Therefore, cover by juniper 

edge and pine edge were removed from the analyses. I also 

removed variables for which the frequency of occurrence was 
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small (i.e., s3 cases per variable), which resulted in 18-51 

total variables for the MR analyses, depending on the test. 

Residuals of variables were normally distributed (Norusis 

1992). For the final analyses, I entered the RAI of trogons 

in each canyon for each year as the dependent variable. The 

independent variables were: percent cover of each of the 

dominant vegetation associations in each canyon (Table 2); 

starting and ending elevations of my transects; and RAIs of 

potential predators and competitors in each canyon. Six 

separate MR analyses were conducted: (1) the effect of all 

independent variables on trogon abundances among all canyons 

(used and not used); (2) the effect of all variables on 

abundances of trogons in used canyons; (3) the effect of 

vegetation variables, alone, on trogon abundances across all 

canyons, and (4) in used canyons; (5) the effect of predator 

and competitor abundances on trogons across all canyons, and 

(6) in used canyons. Johnson (1981) stated that appropriate 

sample sizes for multivariate analyses are 20 observations 

plus three to five additional observations for each variable 

in the analysis. For my analyses, I met the sample size 

requirements with my smallest analyses of 18 and 36 

independent variables, but I lacked sufficient samples for 

my 51-variable analyses, so models from the latter analyses 

should be viewed as exploratory only. 

I also conducted logistic regression analyses (LR; 
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Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989) to allow inclusion of categorical 

variables into the models. The LR analyses included the 

variables listed above, and also the type of water flow, and 

the orientation of each canyon (with degrees ranging from 

320 to 40 recorded as "north"; 41 to 139 as "east"; 140 to 

220 as "south"; and 221 to 319 as "west"). The independent 

variable for these analyses was whether a canyon was used or 

not used by trogons. LR allows the user to develop models 

using categorical variables that do not meet the assumptions 

of multivariate normality and equal variances (Hosmer and 

Lemeshow 1989:34-36). However, as for MR, an appropriate 

sample size for LR tests would be 20 observations plus three 

to five additional observations for each variable in the 

analysis (Johnson 1981). I met the sample size requirements 

with my smallest analysis of 18 variables, but I lacked 

sufficient samples for my larger 36- and 54-variable 

analyses, so these latter two tests should again be viewed 

as exploratory. 

In logistic regression, the probability that a canyon 

will be used given a vector, x, of habitat measurements, is 

calculated as: 
" 

p(llx) = 
1 

e9 (X) 

+ e 9 (x) 

where g(x) (also known as the logit) is equal to: a + ~lXl 

+ ~2X2 + ... ~iXi; a is the constant from the logistic 



regression analysis; ~i equals the regression coefficient 

for a predictor variable; and Xi equals the predictor 

variable (Brennan et al. 1986, Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989) . 
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I evaluated the effects of water flow (perennial, 

intermittent, or ephemeral) on trogon abundances in each 

canyon using a non-parametric K-W ANOVA because variances 

among groups were unequal (Levene's test g = 0.002; Norusis 

1992). The impetus behind this analysis was that Taylor 

(1994) jsuggested that the type of water in a canyon was 

important to the distribution of elegant trogons. 

Home range level habitat selection 

To identify home ranges of trogons and determine the 

resources they used within these ranges, I radio-tagged 

trogons in the Huachuca Mountains (1993-1994), and the Santa 

Rita Mountains (1994-1995). I trapped trogons from late 

April to mid-May each year with mist nets, a playback tape, 

and a perched male trogon decoy (e.g., Bub 1991; Fig. 1). 

All trapping was conducted by or before 0730 h to avoid 

prolonged disturbance to the birds. Male trogons were 

highly territorial at this time of the breeding season so 

they responded agressively to playback calls of other 

trogons; females were not as responsive, but on two 

occasions followed males into the nets. I banded each 

trogon with a USFWS aluminum band, and then attached a 2.7 ± 



0.25 g radio transmitter with a backpack-syle harness made 

of nylon ribbon, and connected at the front with a crimped 

brass tube (P. H. Bloom, pers. commun., 1993). Each radio 
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(a modified SM1-H transmitter, AVM, Inc., Livermore, 

California) weighed 3-4% of a trogon's body weight, and was 

attached to remain on a trogon for at least two to three 

months (the battery life). The 20 crn antenna had a signal 

range of 1-3 km (where 3 km was a line-of-sight distance) . 

I observed no ill effects of these transmitters on trogons 

in any year, and resighted a male in 1994 which had been 

tagged in May 1993, and which looked healthy. 

I began collecting relocations on radioed birds on the 

second day after attaching the transmitters, to allow them 

to acclimate to the transmitters and to see if they were 

moving normally on the first day. The first week of 

telemetry with each new bird constituted a learning period 

during which I became familiar with the general movements 

and behaviors of each individual. During this period, there 

were some instances when my field assistants and I did not 

realize we were "pushing" a bird into areas it might not 

have otherwise used because we were following it too 

closely. Therefore, for the 1993 data, I did not use the 

relocations from the first week of telemetry work with each 

trogon; in 1994 and 1995 I did not use the first week's data 

that were collected by my new field assistants, but did use 



my own because I had experience following trogons from the 

first field season. 
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I used the "homing" method (Mech 1983) to track 

trogons, whereby I first located a bird's signal from a high 

vantage point and then walked to within 50 m of it as 

quickly as possible. I then waited either to see or hear 

the trogon, to identify its location to a particular tree or 

at least a ~30-m diameter patch of vegetation. This method 

of relocating animals avoided the errors encountered with 

triangulation (e.g., Chu et al. 1989), but result in some 

trogons moving while I approached them. For this reason, I 

only analyzed habitat use data for fixes at which I heard or 

saw radio-tagged trogons, rather than also including the few 

plots where I only obtained a strong signal on the radio 

receiver. 

Through the 1993 breeding season, I obtained an average 

of five relocations (fixes) almost every day for each 

individual (each fix was 1.5-2 hr apart). The times that 

fixes were collected were randomized through the season. 

Area-observation curves (sample-size analyses) of the 1993 

data suggested that about 60 locations per trogon adequately 

described the home range size, so I tried to achieve this in 

1994 and 1995. In 1994-1995 I obtained about 5 fixes/day, 2 

h apart, for an average of 15 days across the season for 

each bird. The 2-h period between fixes was sufficient time 
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for trogons to fly across their home ranges, indicating that 

the relocations had probably achieved statistical 

independence (Swihart and Slade 1985). The data never 

achieved biological independence, however, because they were 

collected on the same individuals. White and Garrott 

(1990:148) suggested that the most important point regarding 

independence of consecutive observations is whether the time 

interval for which the home range estimate is to apply was 

properly sampled. If it was, the observations can be 

assumed to be independent relative to the time-frame of the 

sample. In that respect, my random samples described the 

locations of trogons every week for a two to three months, 

and so would seem to be independent relative to that time

frame. The mathematical test proposed by Swihart and Slade 

(1985) is another way to test for statistical indepencej 

however, I did not use this. 

To describe the vegetative characteristics of each 

relocation site, I conducted point-intercept sampling 

(Bonham 1989:108, Hall 1992) along a randomly'placed 30-m 

line through each vegetation patch, centered on where the 

elegant trogon was seen or heard. Sampling points were 

located every 2 m along the line (for 15 total points), and 

intercepted plants were recorded by height intervals: 0-1 

m, 1.1-2 m, 2.1-5 m, 5.1-10 m, 10.1-20 m, and 20.1-30 m. 

From these data, I calculated percent cover for each height 
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layer, and an index of foliage volume consisting of the sum 

of all the layers. 

I also recorded the air temperature (OC), cloud cover 

(visually estimated between 0-100%), and precipitation (fog 

or light, medium, or heavy rain) at the relocation sites to 

determine if weather influenced the habitat use of trogons. 

From the center of each site I measured the aspect, percent 

slope, and the shortest distance to the primary streambed in 

the canyon. I estimated the slope position of the site, 

where 0.0 was the bottom of a slope and 1.0 was the top 

(after Hall 1992). I recorded the general vegetation type 

at the site, which a subjective, ocular estimate based on 

cover by dominant and co-dominant woody perennial plants, 

where the tallest and/or most common plant was the dominant 

species, and the second tallest and second most common was 

the co-dominant (e.g., pine-oak upland; walnut-ash 

[Fraxinus] riparian). 

I plotted the relocations of trogons on topographical 

maps and then determined their UTM coordinates. I estimate 

that my error in determining UTM coordinates was ~2 contour 

lines (~27 m) from the actual fix sites. 

I measured additional habitat components at relocation 

sites in 1994 and 1995, within a 15-m radius plot centered 

on the trogon location. Within each plot I measured the 

height and diameter at breast height (dbh) of the tallest 
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tree of each species (a tree was ~2.0 m tall with dbh ~10 

cm), and recorded its vigor (1 = dead, 2 = >75% dead, 3 = 
25-75% dead, 4 = some large dead branches and leaves/needles 

only, and 5 = no dead branches or leaves). I tallied the 

total number of trees of each species in each plot by dbh 

classes (10-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, and >61 cm) . 

All sprouts from an oak tree root base were counted as part 

of one tree. I also recorded the presence of shrubs of each 

species in the plot (a shrub was defined as ~1.9 m tall with 

dbh ~9.4 cm) . 

General home range analyses.--Sizes of home ranges of 

trogons were calculated using the adaptive kernel method 

(Worton 1989, Naef-Daenzer 1993, Program CALHOME [J. G. Kie, 

J. A. Baldwin, and C. J. Evans, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific 

Southwest Research Station, Fresno, California]). This 

technique is nonparametric (i.e., does not assume that the 

relocation points have a distribution), and hence is very 

relevant to movement data (Naef-Daenzer 1993). It is also 

much less sensitive to changes in grid cell size than the 

harmonic mean analysis (Dixon and Chapman 1980) . 

To calculate overall home range sizes I used all 

relocation coordinates except one to two extreme outliers, 

which were obvious in the scatterplots of the relocations, 

per data set. I also used a 95% contour in the analyses to 

exclude any other outliers. I then randomly sampled 
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telemetry relocations (with replacement) from the trogons 

with the largest numbers of relocations to make their sample 

sizes equal to those of the trogons with fewer data. To 

determine if trogons used significantly larger or smaller 

areas at any time during the breeding season I averaged the 

horne range sizes from the sub-sampled data sets across 

trogons and tested them among the three breeding seasons, 

two mountain ranges, and four reproductive periods (i.e., 

nest advertisement, incubation, nestling attendance, and 

fledgling attendance periods; see Chapter 2) by n-way 

ANOVAs. Distances traveled between sequential locations 

were calculated by the CALHOME program, and I averaged these 

values across trogons and tested them by the same categories 

as above (by n-way ANOVAS or K-W ANOVAs) . 

Abundance versus availability of vegetation.--Habitat 

"availability", the accessibility and procurability of 

physical and biological components by animals, is often used 

as a substitute for habitat "use", which is the actual 

consumption and utilization of components (Johnson 1980) . 

Availability also differs from "abundance", which refers 

only to the absolute quantity of resources in a habitat 

(Johnson 1980, Wiens 1984:402). In theory, one should be 

able to measure the amounts and kinds of resources available 

to animals; however, in practice it may not be possible to 

assess resource availability from an animal's point of view 
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(Litvaitis et al. 1994). It is also difficult to determine 

exactly what is available and what.is not (Wiens 1984:406). 

Consequently, in my study, I measured the "abundance" of 

vegetative factors within the canyons and home ranges of 

radio-tagged trogons, rather than the true availability of 

these factors, and therefore refer to them this way. 

Intra-canyon selection: (a). Vegetation types.--To 

assess intra-canyon habitat selection I compared the use of 

vegetation types within a trogon's home range with the 

abundance of these vegetation types in the canyon where the 

home range was located. The abundance data in this analysis 

came from my records of vegetation types in randomly located 

plots in the 11 canyons where I had radio-tagged trogons 

from 1993 to 1995 (Table 3). Random riparian plots were 

centered on the riparian count stations that were located 

every 300 m through the canyons (see Mountain range level 

habitat selection, above); random upland plots were located 

in upland areas adjacent to each riparian plot. To more 

completely describe the vegetation in each canyon, I sampled 

upland plots at 100 or 200 m from the canyon bottom, and on 

one side of the canyon or the other (alternating between 

plots). I also sampled "edge" plots (30 or 50 m from canyon 

bottom) at one-half of the total number of riparian plots in 

each canyon, and later combined these with the riparian 

plots for analyses. The number of plots sampled per canyon 
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varied (i.e., from 15 to 37 riparian and edge plots, and 10 

to 29 upland plots) because of differences in canyon lengths 

(e.g., 3 to 8 km long). I also limited my sampling to a 

maximum of 8 km because of time constraints. 

To determine if individual trogons selected certain 

vegetation types out of proportion to their abundance within 

canyons, I calculated the percent use of different 

vegetation types within a home range and compared these 

proportions to those for vegetation types sampled by the 

random plots in the canyon. I then calculated the log-ratio 

of each vegetation type (eight riparian types and eight 

upland types; Table 4) for each radio-tagged trogon, and for 

the use and abundance categories separately (Aebischer et 

al. 1993). I analyzed the resulting data sets by ANOVAs or 

nonparametric ANOVAs when the variances were not homogeneous 

between groups. Data for individuals were therefore not 

pooled. These compositional analyses had several advantages 

over the more traditional analyses of use versus 

"availability" data (Alldredge and Ratti 1992). For 

example, compositional analyses require using each trogon as 

a sampling unit, rather than using the relocation plots as 

the samples, and do not require pooling of data; both of 

which can artificially inflate the degrees of freedom and 

violate assumptions of sample independence (Aebischer et al. 

1993, Schooley 1994). Also, the proportions calculated for 



the vegetation types must sum to 1.0 over all types, which 

is appropriate because an animal's proportional use of one 

type is linked to its use or non-use of other types 

(Aebischer et al. 1993). 
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(b). Vegetation characteristics.--In each random 

riparian, edge, and upland plot I measured the same 

topographical and vegetative characteristics as in each 

relocation plot. To determine which of these 

characteristics was associated with intra-canyon selection, 

I first conducted ~-tests (Student's or Welch's; Zar 

1984:chapter 9) between the average values for the variables 

in used plots and the average values for the variables in 

random plots for each bird separately. There were many of 

these comparisons (31 to 64 per bird), and to be 

conservative,' I only considered ~-test g-values ~ 0.01 as 

significant. I next summarized the results of the tests 

into three categories: use> abundance, abundance> use, 

and use = abundance, for all trogons combined. I calculated 

log-likelihood goodness-of-fit tests (Zar 1984:40) for the 

summaries, for each vegetation variable separately, to see 

if the proportions in the three categories differed 

significantly from expected. 

Intra-home range selection.--To assess intra-home range 

habitat selection I compared the use of vegetation types 

within a trogon's home range to the random abundance of 
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vegetation types in the horne range. Use of vegetation types 

was summarized from the relocation plots for each trogon and 

abundance of vegetation types was summarized from the random 

riparian and upland plots located within each home range. I 

then used compositional analyses with subsequent parametric 

or nonparametric ANOVAs to determine if use differed from 

abundance of vegetation types. 

General relocation site characteristics.--Percent use 

of upland, edge, and riparian areas was determined from 

telemetry data for each trogon separately, and then compared 

among the categories by log-likelihood goodness-of-fit 

tests. Descriptive statistics were calculated for five 

other variables collected at each relocation site: distance 

from canyon bottom, slope position, slope, aspect, and 

temperature. Percent cloud cover and amount of 

precipitation were not analyzed because there was so little 

variation in the data sets. To see if there were 

differences among trogons, canyons, mountain ranges, years, 

and reproductive periods, I tested the data by n-way ANOVAs. 

Microsite level habitat selection 

I evaluated habitat selection of elegant trogons at the 

microsite level by examining selection of nest sites and use 

of specific tree species as substrates for common behaviors. 
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Nest sites.--I searched for trogon nests in seven 

mountain ranges from 1993 to 1995. I located nests by 

observing the behaviors and distributions of male and female 

trogons during my surveys and counts. I also followed 

radio-tagged individuals to their nests. At each potential 

nest site (i.e., where a male and/or female was seen 

investigating a cavity), I observed and recorded the 

activities of the birds to determine which nest sites were 

being used. I watched each active nest (i.e., where a male 

and/or female was seen laying, incubating, or feeding young) 

for 4 hr/day in 1993, and 3 hr/day in 1994 (Hall and 

Karubian, in press; see Chapter 2) . 

After breeding activity was finished at a nest site I 

recorded the following information: directional orientation 

of each cavity and its height from the ground; nest tree 

species and its height, dbh, and vigor; distance to the 

nearest trail, campground, picnic area, parking lot, and 

building; distance to nearest water; and distance to the 

nearest woody vegetation ~1.0 m tall in the four cardinal 

directions. 

I calculated descriptive statistics for the nest sites 

and examined the data for differences among mountains and 

canyons with ANOVAs. To examine how trogon productivity 

varied with nest site characteristics I grouped the sites 

into two categories: "successful", if the nests contained 
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young or had fledged young by my last check of the nests, or 

"unsuccessful" if the nest sites were only investigated by 

adult trogons but never used, or were abandoned after egg

laying. Taylor (1979-1983) demonstrated that elegant 

trogons did not desert nests after incubation, and during my 

study, nests that made it to the nestling stage were never 

abandoned. Therefore, I included the production of 

nestlings in my measure of reproductive success. I then 

conducted t-tests between the two reproductive categories 

for all continuous nest site variables. I also conducted a 

logistic regression analysis (LR) with the 15 nest site 

variables (Table 5) versus the reproductive categories to 

determine which variables discriminated between successful 

and unsuccessful nests. Finally, I examined the 

distribution of nests between riparian and upland areas, to 

see which general vegetation type was used most frequently 

by nesting trogons (log-likelihood goodness-of-fit test). 

I assessed nest tree selection by comparing tree 

heights, diameters, and vigors (by tree species) between 

"used" nest sites (those which contained eggs or nestlings, 

or fledged young) and random sites measured in the same 

canyons. Average tree values were tested between nest sites 

and random sites in these eight canyons (with Student's or 

Welch's approximate h-tests, or log-likelihood G-tests [Zar 

1984: 71] ) . 
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Activity budgets.--From 1993 to 1995, I recorded 

activity data whenever I observed radio-tagged or non-radio

tagged trogons for ~2 min at locations other than nest sites 

(because separate, detailed observations were made at nest 

sites; see Chapter 2 and above). I only recorded activities 

when I thought a trogon was not affected by my presence. I 

recorded all general behaviors (Table 6) and the amounts of 

time a trogon spent doing them. For each behavior, I also 

recorded the distance the trogon moved; the height at which 

the behavior occurred; the substrate (air, branch, cavity, 

ground, leaf, rock, tree canopy, trunk) upon (or in) which 

the behavior occurred; and the plant species involved, with 

its diameter, height, and vigor (see definition under Home 

range habitat selection, above). 

Each activity budget contained multiple records of 

behaviors and the microsite characteristics involved, for a 

total of 840 records. I averaged the data within each 

budget (i.e., for each individual trogon) by behavior 

category, tree species, and vigor class. This functioned to 

keep the data independent because I seldom obtained >1 

budget per individual bird, and if I did, the budgets 

usually had at least one day between them. A few of the 

activity budgets contained more than 15 minutes of 

observation records, and so my analyses were weighted 

somewhat by the data in these. Data were combined among 



years because of the small sample sizes, but were analyzed 

separately for males and females because differential 

habitat use by the sexes has been documented frequently 

(Grubb and Woodrey 1990). I used nonparametric statistics 
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to analyze the data because variances were not homogeneous 

among groups (Levene's test P-values ~ 0.05). One-way K-W 

ANOVAs were used to test for differences in ranks of 

temperature (OC), distances moved (m), dbh (cm) and height 

(m) of plants used, and bird height (m) among behavioral 

categories, for males and females separately. I also used 

~-tests of the primary activity categories (active perching, 

calling, searching for food, and foraging) by the plant 

species used, the substrates involved, and the vigors of the 

trees. 
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RESULTS 

Mountain range level habitat selection 

Distribution and abundance of elegant trogons.--I 

regularly found trogons in the Atascosa, Chiricahua, 

Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains, and in one instance, 

heard a male trogon in the Patagonia Mountains (Table 7) . 

The four used ranges were located ~55 km from the U.S-Mexico 

border (Atascosas = on border, Chiricahuas = 55 km from 

border, Huachucas = 12 km, and Santa Ritas = 47 km), whereas 

the Rincon (90 km) and Santa Catalina mountains (110 km) 

were located farther north, and the Patagonias were situated 

between the Huachucas and Atascosas (8 km from border) . 

Within the used mountains I regularly found trogons in one 

of two canyons in the Atascosas; five of 18 in the 

Chiricahuas; 16 of 22 in the Huachucas; and seven of 15 in 

the Santa Ritas (Table 7). Trogons also began using (lower 

Carr Canyon, 1995), or passed through (lower Parker Canyon, 

1994) two additional canyons in the Huachuca Mountains. 

Trogon abundances did not differ among mountain ranges 

(2-way ANOVA Main Effects E = 1.66, R = 0.18, df = 5), nor 

among years (E = 0.86, P = 0.43, df = 2), and there was no 

interaction between the 2 factors (Interaction F = 0.54, P = 

0.71, df = 4). RAIs averaged 12.5 trogons per canyon per 

season (+ 1 SD of 15.00, n = 2 canyons) in the Atascosas; 

5.7 (± 11.07, n = 18) in the Chiricahuas; 12.9 (± 12.84, n = 
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22) in the Huachucas; and 8.4 (± 9.82, n = 15) in the Santa 

Ritas. Within mountain ranges, abundances differed 

significantly among canyons: in the Atascosas, Sycamore 

Canyon had trogons whereas California Gulch did not (ANOVA F 

= 25.00, P = 0.04, df = 1, 2); in the Huachucas, four 

canyons had significantly more elegant trogons than eight 

other canyons (K-W ANOVA X2 = 39.43, P = 0.009, n = 47; 

Tukey's honestly significant difference test [HSD; Zar 

1984:186] £ = 0.05); and in the Santa Ritas, Josephine 

Canyon had more trogons than two other canyons (ANOVA E = 

4.76, P = 0.008, df = 15, 10) (Table 7). Abundances were 

not significantly different among canyons in the Chiricahua 

Mountains (ANOVA E = 2.08, £ = 0.15, df = 16, 8). 

Characteristics of canyons: regression analyses.-

variations in RAIs of trogons among all canyons were best 

explained by increasing percent cover by sycamore riparian, 

juniper riparian, pine riparian, juniper upland, and pinyon 

edge vegetation, and the abundance of Strickland's 

woodpeckers (Picoides stricklandi); and with decreasing 

cover by Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii) riparian 

vegetation, and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) upland 

vegetation (MR Test I, Table 8; adjusted R2 = 0.53, £ < 

0.001). The variation in trogon abundance among used 

canyons (only) was similarly related to increasing juniper 

upland, pinyon edge, and sycamore edge and riparian 
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vegetation, but also to decreasing walnut and mountain 

mahogany (CercocakQus betuloides) edge vegetation (Tests II 

and IVi adjusted g2s = 0.62-0.64, Rs < 0.001). When only 

the bird data were analyzed, trogon abundance in used 

canyons was only slightly related to increasing abundances 

of brown-headed cowbirds (Molothrus ater) (Test VIi adjusted 

g2 = 0.06, R = 0.054). When used and not used canyons were 

combined, trogon abundance was slightly related to 

increasing abundances of dusky-capped flycatchers (Myiarchus 

tuberculifer) and sulphur-bellied flycatchers (Myiodynastes 

luteiventris) (Test Vi adjusted g2 = 0.16, P = 0.001) . 

When all physical and biological variables, including 

categorical variables, were entered into the LR analysis, 

the use of a canyon by elegant trogons was negatively 

associated with percent cover by Douglas-fir upland, 

mountain mahogany upland, ash riparian, oak riparian, pine 

riparian, and cypress (Cupressus) riparian vegetation, but 

was positively associated with the ending elevation of 

survey transects (Test I, Table 9i R < 0.001). When only 

non-bird variables were included, the use of a canyon by 

trogons was negatively associated with mesquite and Douglas

fir upland vegetation, oak edge vegetation, and an easterly 

orientation (Test IIi R < 0.001). Finally, when only bird 

data were entered into the analysis, the use of a canyon was 

positively associated with sulphur-bellied flycatcher 
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abundances, but was negatively associated with ladder-backed 

woodpecker (Picoides scalaris) and Steller's jay (Cyanocitta 

stelleri) abundances (Test III; P < 0.001). 

The abundance of trogons and the type of water flow in 

a canyon were not related (K-W ANOVA X2 = 2.50, P = 0.11). 

The average RAI of trogons in canyons with ephemeral water 

was 2.8 (+ SD of 3.5); in canyons with intermittent water it 

was 9.5 (± 10.5); and in canyons with perennial water it was 

14.5 (± 14.8). Although the abundance of trogons appears to 

increase among these water categories, note that the 

variance around the mean values also increases, leading to 

non-significant differences. 

Home range level habitat selection 

I radio-tagged 15 adult trogons from 1993 to 1995 (six 

males and one female in 1993; five males and one female in 

1994; two males in 1995). I collected enough data for 

descriptive analyses of 13 trogons (12 males and one 

female). However, because the female trogon was paired with 

a male radio-tagged in 1994, I randomly selected only one 

member of the pair (the male) to use for home range and 

habitat selection analyses. 

I collected 1036 total relocations (fixes) among the 13 

trogons (mean = 80 ± 54.0 fixes per trogon) in three years. 

A total of 347 fixes was collected on nine trogons during 
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the advertisement stage of the reproductive cycle (x = 39 

per trogon, ± SD of 16.0); 220 fixes on 10 trogons during 

the incubation period (x = 22 per trogon + 13.5); 125 fixes 

on four trogons during the nestling attendance period (~ = 

31 per trogon, ± 11.1); and 149 fixes on four trogons during 

the fledgling attendance period (~ = 37 per trogon, ± 35.1) . 

Examples of three male home ranges are shown in Figures 2-4. 

General home range results.--Home ranges averaged 205 ± 

SD of 71.3 ha in 1993 for five breeding male trogons; 76 ± 

15.9 ha in 1994 for three breeding males; and 87 + 34.5 ha 

in 1995 for two breeding males (Table 10). I radio-tagged 

two non-breeding (floating) males, and their average home 

range size was 1197 + 1031.6 ha, with the large variance due 

to one of the birds which moved about 8 km over a 2-week 

period before returning to a canyon near where I originally 

caught him. For all male trogons combined (breeding and 

non-breeding), and for breeding males separately, with all 

relocation data included, the home range sizes and distances 

moved did not differ among years (l-way and K-W ANOVAs, Ps ~ 

0.06 for area; K-W ANOVA ~2 = Ps ~ 0.06), nor did they 

differ with only the randomly-selected sub-samples of the 

data (Rs ~ 0.19) (Table 10). Average home range sizes and 

distances moved likewise exhibited no differences among 

canyons (n = 9) for all males and for breeding males 

separately (l-way and K-W ANOVA Rs ~ 0.20). I also observed 
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no differences in horne range sizes or distances moved for 

the four reproductive periods (n = 10 birds that went 

through at least one stage of the reproductive cycle) among 

years (gs ~ 0.14) or canyons (gs ~ 0.25). 

In 1993, radio-tagged trogons spent significantly more 

time in upland than riparian areas in the four canyons in 

which I worked (Huachuca Mountains only; G = 403.0, P < 

0.001, df = 1). In 1994 and 1995, trogons spent more time 

in riparian areas than upland areas in the seven canyons in 

which I worked (Huachuca and Santa Rita mountains; G = 3.87, 

g = 0.04, df = 1). 

Intra-canyon selection.--Trogons used significantly 

different vegetation types in their horne ranges than were 

found in random plots throughout each canyon. In riparian 

areas, trogons used oak-pine and pine-oak vegetation less 

than its abundance in random plots (ANOVA gs ~ 0.005, df = 

11-13). Pine-oak vegetation, though not preferred in the 

riparian zone, showed less use in 1994 than 1995 (2-way 

ANOVA, Main Effect of year: P = 0.005; Interaction between 

use and year: g = 0.017). In upland areas, the use of oak

juniper, oak-pine, and pine-oak vegetation types by trogons 

was significantly greater than the abundance of the types 

(ANOVAs, gs ~ 0.019, df = 13-15). Pine-oak vegetation was 

used most in 1995, second most in 1993, and least in 1994 

(2-way ANOVA, Explained g = 0.008; Main Effect of year: P = 
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0.003; Interaction of use and year: P = 0.17). Pinyon

juniper vegetation was used most in 1993, second most in 

1995, and least in 1994 (Explained P < 0.0001; Main Effect 

of year: P = 0.001; Interaction of use and year: P < 0.001), 

although there was no significant difference between use and 

abundance categories (Main Effects P = 0.98). There was a 

significant interaction between year and use of a plot with 

pinyon-oak vegetation (Explained P = 0.06; Interaction P = 

0.018): in 1993, abundance of pinyon-oak vegetation was 

greater than its use, but in 1994, use of the vegetation was 

greater than its abundance. 

I compared the means of used plot characteristics with 

random plot characteristics for 188 vegetation variables 

(Appendix 3) for individual radio-tagged trogons, and then 

summarized the signficant and non-significant results across 

all trogons (Tables 11 and 12). In riparian areas, trogons 

used plots with significantly more cover by leaf litter (G = 

4.01, P < 0.05), and there was a tendency for these plots to 

have more overall cover by all plants (Table 11); however, 

this difference was not significant across all trogons (G = 

0.14, R > 0.75). Used plots also had tendencies toward more 

vigorous silver-leaf oak trees and a greater number of 

hybrid oak trees than the random plots, however, these 

differences also were not significant across all trogons 

(G-values ~ 1.34, Ps > 0.10). Trogons used riparian plots 
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with fewer shrubs of agave, brickellia, seep-willow, ash, 

silktassel, Chihuahua pine, white pine, emory oak, canyon 

grape, poison ivy, yucca, cactus, and mimosa than were found 

in the random plots (G-test Ps ~ 0.01) (scientific names of 

plants given in Appendix 3) . 

In upland areas, trogons used plots with a greater 

density of trees overall (g = 4.01, R < 0.05; Table 12). 

Also, although it was not significant across all trogons 

(G-values ~ 0.18, Rs > 0.75), there was a tendency for used 

plots to have more vigorous hybrid oaks and a greater number 

of Arizona white oaks. Trogons used upland plots with more 

silver-leaf and net-leaf oak shrubs (G-test Rs ~ 0.006), and 

used fewer plots with agave, brickellia, smooth bouvardia, 

silktassel, emory oak, hybrid oak, yucca, cactus, and mimosa 

shrubs than were found in the random plots (g-test Ps ~ 

0.01) (scientific names in Appendix 3). 

Intra-home range selection.--Within each home range, 

the use of juniper-sycamore vegetation in riparian areas 

tended to be greater than its abundance (ANOVA R = 0.07, df 

= 7). The use of oak-sycamore vegetation was also greater 

than its abundance in home ranges in 1994 (R = 0.04, df = 

5). In the upland areas, the use of oak-pine and pine-oak 

types was greater than the abundance of the types (Ps ~ 

0.006, df = 14-16). In 1993 trogons used oak-pine, oak

pinyon, and pinyon-juniper vegetation types more than the 
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abundance of these types (Rs ~ 0.05, df = 5-7); in 1994 they 

tended to use oak-pine and pine-oak vegetation more than the 

abundance of these types within home ranges (Ps ~ 0.06, df = 

6-7), and tended to use juniper-oak vegetation less than its 

abundance (R = 0.06, df = 7). Use of vegetation types did 

not differ from abundance of these types for the two radio

tagged trogons in 1995 (Rs ~ 0.53) . 

General relocation site characteristics.--Average 

temperatures varied significantly among years at the 

relocation sites, 1994 being the hottest of the years (~ = 

24.5 °C; ANOVA, E = 14.23, R < 0.001, df = 2, 1005). In all 

three years, temperatures increased throughout each day 

(separate 1-way and K-W ANOVAs, E = 20.91, K-W ANOVA 

X2 -values ~ 35.97, Rs < 0.0001). However, the aspect 

(north, south, east, or west) of sites used throughout each 

day did not vary by time blocks (early morning, late 

morning, early afternoon, or late afternoon) (G-values ~ 

10.15, Rs > 0.20). In 1994 and 1995, the slope and slope 

positions used by trogons differed depending on the aspect 

of the plots (K-W ANOVA X2 -values ~ 15.53, Rs ~ 0.001), 

where slopes and slope positions were greater with northern 

aspects (for the 1994 data set), and with eastern and 

northern aspects (for the 1995 data set) (Tukey's HSD Ps ~ 

0.05). In 1993, the slopes used by trogons did not vary 

with changing aspects (ANOVA E = 0.93, P = 0.43), but their 
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slope positions did, i.e., positions were lower on hillsides 

with southern aspects (K-W ANOVA X2 = 42.30, R < 0.0001). 

Finally, the distance of trogons from the canyon bottom also 

varied by the aspect they were using (ANOVA [1994], F = 

2.70, R = 0.05; K-W ANOVA [1993, 1995] X2 -values > 18.67, Rs 

~ 0.001), where distances were greater for fixes with 

northern and eastern aspects than with western aspects 

(Tukey's HSD Ps < 0.05) (Table 13). 

In 1993, one male trogon used steeper slopes than the 

other males I followed (ANOVA E = 14.27, R < 0.0001, df = 

325; Tukey's HSD P ~ 0.05); and in 1994, a floating male 

trogon (i.e., one of two individuals who did not breed 

during my study) used higher positions on the slope than the 

other male trogons (E = 2.65, R = 0.01, df = 304; Tukey's 

HSD R ~ 0.05). Also in 1993, two males used sites farther 

from the canyon bottom than did the other trogons that year 

(E = 13.96, P < 0.0001, df = 364; Tukey's HSD P ~ 0.05). In 

August 1993, trogons used sites farthest from the main 

canyon bottom (K-W ANOVA X2 = 37.00, P < 0.001, n = 368) 

(Table 13) . 

Microsite level habitat selection 

Nest sites .. --I located a total of 58 nest sites (both 

potential and used) from 1993 to 1995 in the Atascosa (2), 

Chiricahua (2), Huachuca (39), and Santa Rita (15) 
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mountains. Of the 58 nests, I confirmed nestlings in 21 and 

(separately) fledglings from 11, for a total of 32 

successful nests (Table 14). Eleven sites were only cavity 

investigations (i.e., the male and/or female examined the 

cavity but did not subsequently use it). I confirmed that 

seven nests were abandoned after incubation was started; and 

at one nest, one or both of the adults was killed, and the 

nest failed. In three instances I could not determine the 

final status of the sites so it was recorded as unknown 

(Table 14) . 

Of the 58 potential and used nest sites combined, 53 

were located in riparian areas (91%), whereas only five were 

located in upland areas (9%) (G = 46.33, g < 0.001, df = 1). 

Forty-seven sycamore trees, two silver-leaf oaks, two net

leaf oaks, two Arizona white/net-leaf oak hybrids, two 

Goodding's willows (Salix gooddingii), and one each Fremont 

cottonwood, Arizona black walnut, and a pine snag were 

investigated or used as nest trees (Table 14). 

I compared the means of descriptive variables between 

nest sites and random sites in eight canyons. For sycamore 

trees, I found no differences between used trees and random 

trees overall in the Huachuca and Santa Rita mountains 

(~-test gs ~ 0.24, df = 49-88), but did find differences 

within canyons: trogons used shorter sycamores than 

occurred at random in one canyon (~ = 3.30, g = 0.005, df = 
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15), but in all other canyons used taller (t-values ~ 2.3, 

Rs ~ 0.04, df = 8-11), larger diameter (t = 2.46, P = 0.02), 

and in one instance, more vigorous (t = 3.30, P = 0.02) 

sycamores than the random ones I measured. Used net-leaf 

oaks in Sunnyside Canyon, Huachuca Mountains, were of larger 

diameter than random ones in the canyon (~ = 3.55, R = 0.01, 

df = 6), and there was a tendency toward trogons using less 

vigorous net-leaf oaks than the random ones I measured (t = 

2.24, P = 0.08, df = 5) . 

Of the 11 vegetative variables tested between 

successful and unsuccessful nests, the distance to 

vegetation north of the nest and height of vegetation south 

of the nest were greater for successful nests (t-values ~ 

2.00, Ps < 0.05, df = 39-41), but the distance to vegetation 

south of the nest tree was greater for unsuccessful nests (t 

= -2.19, P = 0.03, df = 42). The average distance to 

campgrounds, buildings, trails, and water did not vary 

significantly between successful and unsuccessful nests 

(ANOVA E-values ~ 0.72; K-W ANOVA X2 -values ~ 1.43, Rs ~ 

0.23). The plant species surrounding successful and 

unsuccessful nests also did not differ (X2 Ps ~ 0.20, df = 

3). In addition, there was no relationship between the 

success of a nest and whether a canyon had a high or low 

density of trogons (~ = 2.4, P = 0.12, df = 1) . 

Successful nests were positively associated with the 
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diameter of the nest tree and the height of the vegetation 

south of the nest, but were negatively associated with the 

distance from the nest tree to vegetation south of the tree. 

The logistic regression equation for this was indicated by: 

g(x) = -0.91 (constant) + 0.04 (Treedbh) - 0.24 (Svegdist) + 

0.16 (Sveght) . 

(Codes for coefficients given in Table 5) . 

Activity budgets.--I collected a total of 106 activity 

budgets on adult male and female elegant trogons from 1993 

to 1995 (five on females and 17 on males in 1993; 19 on 

females and 56 on males in 1994; one on a female and eight 

on males in 1995). In 90% of the observations, male and 

female trogons used trees with vigors of 1 and 2 (dead and 

75% dead) for active perching and calling, searching for 

food, and foraging (G-test Ps < 0.0001, 1 df in each 

analysis). Tree species used for different activities by 

male trogons also differed significantly (~-test P = 0.003, 

df = 26): they searched for food primarily in Arizona white 

oaks; and all oak species combined accounted for 69% of the 

16 observations. Males foraged primarily in sycamores, 

emory oaks, silver-leaf oaks, and net-leaf oaks; all oak 

species accounted for 71% of the 55 total observations. 

Active perching and calling occurred primarily in sycamores 
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species of oak trees (10%) in 133 total observations. 
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Females tended toward significant differences between 

tree species used for different activities (G-test P = 0.08, 

df = 20): females were seen searching for food primarily in 

junipers, unknown species of oaks, and Goodding's willows, 

accounting for 75% of the 8 observations. They foraged 

primarily in sycamores (19%) and unknown species of oaks 

(19%); all oak species combined accounted for 57% of the 21 

total observations. Active perching and calling occurred 

primarily in sycamores (44%) and junipers (16%); and all oak 

species combined accounted for 20% of my 25 total 

observations. 

Finally, male and female trogons conducted most of 

their searching, foraging, and active perching and calling 

from living and dead tree branches (G-test gs ~ 0.004, df = 

6), rather than any other substrates. 
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Mountain range level habitat selection 
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I found elegant trogons breeding in 4 mountain ranges 

in Arizona. There are several possible explanations for why 

this was the case. First, from a landscape perspective, it 

may have been that latitude, and thus climate, coupled with 

the presence of suitable vegetation, influenced the use of a 

mountain range. Skutch (1942) suggested that trogons, as a 

family, are intolerant of cold temperatures, hence their 

associations with the warmer parts of the western and 

eastern hemispheres. Marshall (1957:45) similarly suggested 

that elegant trogons may reach their northern limits in 

southeastern Arizona because they are sensitive to climate 

regimes (especially summer rainfall patterns). This 

intolerance may be physiological in origin; for example, 

Bennett and Harvey (1987) measured the resting metabolic 

rate (RMR) of Trogon rufus and found that it was low 

relative to other species and families, indicating that 

trogons' ability to generate heat may be limited. They 

suggested that this may be due to the evolution of trogons 

closer to the equator (i.e., in warmer climates). Also, 

foraging modes and types of vegetation used by tropical 

birds may be related to a lower RMR (Weathers 1979). If T. 

elegans is physiologically similar, then it may be limited 

by latitude and its covariates. During my study, I observed 
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that the four used mountain ranges were virtually snow-free 

by the time trogons arrived (in May), and relatedly, the 

canyons that trogons occupied in these ranges may also have 

been warmer than the canyons located in mountains farther 

north. For example, two of the ranges in which I did not 

find trogons (the Rincon and Santa Catalina mountains) are 

known to retain some snow and generally experience colder 

temperatures in spring (Sellers et al. 1985). 

Besides latitude and climate, the relationship of 

trogons with sycamore, pine, and oak vegetation was also a 

determinant of what ranges were used. Trogons did not use 

the Patagonia Mountains, even though this range lies at 

about the same latitude as the Huachuca Mountains, possibly 

because it did not contain much vegetation suitable for 

them. The mountain ranges used by trogons also had 

sufficient water flow to support sycamore trees in riparian 

areas, and they were vegetated by junipers, pines, and oaks 

at medium elevations (1365 to 2275 m) . 

A third, not mutually exclusive explanation for the 

distribution of trogons is that because many of them winter 

in Mexico (AOU 1983:364), the proximity of the used mountain 

ranges to Mexico (all within 55 km) makes them more 

accessible. A fourth explanation may be that if trogons 

only colonized the Huachuca and Santa Rita mountains in the 

past 100 years (Appendix 1), they may not have had time to 
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spread to other mountain ranges with suitable vegetation. 

Or, they may have been slowly filling the four used ranges, 

and have not dispersed to other ranges because their 

densities in these mountains are still low. Although I 

cannot determine from my data which of these explanations, 

or combinations thereof, caused the landscape patterns of 

habitat selection I observed, it is likely that broad-scaled 

factors operating over a long time period influenced habitat 

selection within southeastern Arizona. 

Abundances of some bird species--notably Strickland's 

woodpeckers, dusky-capped flycatchers, and sulphur-bellied 

flycatchers--were correlated with the number of trogons in 

used canyons. The correlations most likely suggest that 

these species covaried with the vegetation and/or other 

physical characteristics of the mountains and canyons, 

rather than caused trogons to settle in particular canyons. 

Taylor (1978-1983) also indicated that sulphur-bellied 

flycatchers, painted redstarts (Myioborus pictus), and 

elegant trogons used similar habitats. Taylor (1978-1981) 

also suggested a relationship between northern flickers and 

trogons, because trogons in Arizona use a large number of 

flicker cavities for nesting, but I did not find this. The 

lack of association between the two species is not 

surprising when considering the distribution of flickers 

across the landscape. I counted them at all elevations and 
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would not expect their numbers to covary strongly with 

numbers of trogons. 
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Morse (1985) and Ray et al. (1991) presented evidence 

that some animals settle only in habitat patches that are 

occupied by their conspecifics. Elegant trogons are 

gregarious during the winter and are social during the 

breeding season in Arizona (unpubl. data). Consequently, I 

suspected that trogons might exhibit preferential settling 

in mountains or canyons based on the number of other trogons 

in those areas. My distributional surveys supported a 

different conclusion, however: only 18 of 33 canyons (55*), 

among six mountain ranges, contained ~3 individuals in a 

given year. Furthermore, in 10 of 12 instances (83*), 

canyons with ~2 trogons present in one year were re-used, 

rather than deserted, in the ensuing years. Hence, there 

may have been little positive influence of conspecifics on 

habitat selection. 

At this broad scale I did not find any relationship 

between the type of water flow (e.g., perennial, 

intermittent) in a canyon and the abundance of trogons, 

although Taylor (1980-1983) suggested that trogons 

preferentially used canyons with perennial flows. This may 

have been true during the years of Taylor's study (1978-

1982), but the relationship was not apparent during mine. 
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South of the u.s. border, elegant trogons use 

vegetation types similar to what I found in Arizona. 

Throughout Mexico and Guatemala, T. elegans is found in 

lowlands, foothills, and mountains (Peterson and Chalif 

1973:110), and is consistently associated with woodlands and 

forests across its range. In Mexico, T. elegans occurs in 

arid or semi-arid, scrubby pine-oak woodlands and thorny 

scrub, but rarely occurs in tropical mountain rainforests 

modified by coffee planting (Davis 1952, Edwards and Martin 

1955, Peterson and Chalif 1973:110, AOU 1983:364, Edwards 

1989). In Usumatlan, Guatemala, elegant trogons occur in 

scrubby woodlands (Land 1962) . 

In summary, the patterns I observed for trogons at this 

broadest scale of habitat selection were similar to those 

found for other species at a landscape level. For example, 

site selection by shrubsteppe-obligate species depended both 

on features such as the spatial similarity of sites in a 

landscape and the local vegetation cover (Knick and 

Rotenberry 1994). Cover by scrub-oak vegetation influenced 

habitat use by Florida scrub jays (Aphelocoma c. 

coerulescens) at both regional and local scales (Breininger 

et al. 1995). The relationships I observed for elegant 

trogons with sycamore, juniper, pine, and oak vegetation in 

Arizona at the scales of inter-mountain range and inter

canyon selection were consistent across the landscape, as 



researchers (review in Wiens 1989a:232) have suggested for 

patterns derived on a large scale. 

Horne range level habitat selection 
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Horne range sizes of trogons were similar among years, 

canyons, and reproductive periods. Home range sizes were 

large for a non-raptorial, terrestrial bird species (Holling 

1992), ranging from 63 to 315 ha for individual breeding 

males for all reproductive stages. 

In 1993, trogons spent the greatest amount of time in 

upland areas, relatively far from the main canyon bottom, 

rather than in riparian areas. In 1994 and 1995, however, 

they used riparian areas in the main canyon more than upland 

areas. I think that the variable use of upland and riparian 

woodlands was probably due to the nature of the canyons in 

which I followed radio-tagged trogons during the study: in 

1993, only two of the five canyons had pronounced riparian 

vegetation, and so there was little that radio-tagged 

trogons could use, whereas all of the canyons I sampled in 

1994 and 1995 had pronounced riparian vegetation. In 1993, 

in one of the canyons that contained a riparian strip 

(Scotia Canyon, Huachuca Mountains), the radio-tagged male 

used a nest at an old homestead about 300 m from the main 

riparian vegetation. Because of the distance of this nest 

from the canyon bottom, the bird seldom used the actual 
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riparian zone. In the other canyon with riparian vegetation 

in 1993 (Sunnyside Canyon, Huachucas), the two trogons 

nested upstream and downstream, respectively, from the 

sycamore-dominated riparian zone, and their home ranges did 

not encompass much of this vegetation. 

My results for intra-canyon and intra-home range 

selection concur with Marshall (1957) who classified trogons 

as a pine-oak woodland species. Within the woodland, I also 

found that they used dense vegetation in riparian and upland 

sites, and there were tendencies toward other factors being 

different between used and random sites, but the small 

sample sizes of my radio-tagged birds probably kept these 

patterns from emerging significantly. In upland and 

riparian areas, trogons did not use sites with xeric or low 

elevation-type shrubs (e.g., agave, ash, emory oak, yucca). 

In upland areas, they used sites with silver-leaf and net

leaf oak shrubs; and in riparian areas, they did not use 

sites with pine shrubs. These findings were similar to 

habitat-use patterns observed for Mexican elegant trogons: 

Davis (1952) found elegant trogons along the Rio Axtla in 

dense, well-shaded, wooded tracts, with dense thickets of 

bamboo along the banks of the river. Edwards and Martin 

(1955) found trogons in pine-oak woodlands with considerable 

undergrowth. 

I found several differences in habitat selection among 
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individual radio-tagged trogons, probably due to differences 

among canyons. These differences reemphasize the importance 

of studying animal populations across multiple field 

seasons, at multiple sites, and among several patch types in 

a habitat mosaic (Wiens 1989a:233, Morrison et al. 1992, 

Keane and Morrison 1994). Similar variations in habitat 

selection have been noted for other species at the home 

range scale. For example, Carey et al. (1992) found 

substantial geographic variation in the areas traversed and 

amounts of old growth forest used in home ranges of spotted 

owls (Strix occidental is caurina), and demonstrated that 

this variation reflected variations in the abundance and 

diversity of the primary prey of the owls. Hayward et al. 

(1993) found that boreal owls (Aegolius funereus) in the 

northern Rocky Mountains used multiple vegetation types to 

satisfy their seasonal requirements; however, the geographic 

dispersion of these vegetation types probably caused the 

home range sizes of the owls to be very large. These 

results and mine corroborate Wiens' prediction (1989a:173) 

that because patches of habitat are arranged in mosaics, and 

different patches may differ in quality for individuals of a 

species, characteristics of home ranges can vary among 

individuals. For elegant trogons, this finding may 

translate into different management strategies for trogons 

within canyons because of differences in the structure of 



the canyons. 

In an interesting examination of habitat use at this 

scale, Fretwell and Lucas (1969) predicted that individual 

animals will cease selecting "optimal" habitat if the 

density of their conspecifics reaches a high level in a 

given area because of the pressure on preferred resources. 
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A symptom of this should be contracted territory (or home 

range) sizes in populations with high densities. I 

evaluated this for breeding male trogons, and found that the 

average home range size did not vary significantly between 

canyons with low and high trogon densities (t-test P = 0.45, 

df = 1). I also calculated how many trogon pairs could 

"fit" in each of the canyons where I conducted 

radiotelemetry, using the average horne range size of 

breeding males (1.32 km2 ± 0.62 km2). I compared these 

telemetry results with the number of pairs I counted in the 

canyons during my surveys (Table 7). The results indicated 

that the number of pairs I observed during each of my 

surveys were as many as could "fit" in each canyon (even 

those with high densities of trogons), based on the 

telemetry data. This indicated that the home range sizes of 

trogons had not contracted, even under higher densities. 

Hence, this did not support the predictions of Fretwell and 

Lucas (1969). However, it may have been that population 

sizes of trogons in the canyons were not yet large enough to 



put pressure on the use of space by trogons. For example, 

Wiens et al. (1985) found that sage sparrows (Amphispiza 

belli) in shrubsteppe vegetation decreased their territory 

sizes when their population size increased. 
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It is worthwhile noting here that any discussion of 

habitat use by elegant trogons in Arizona has to consider 

that the species is at the northern extension of its range 

in the state. Consequently, the patterns observed in 

Arizona are not necessarily indicative of what trogons use 

in the center of their range, where they are most common 

(i.e., in Mexico). Brown (1984) theorized that the habitat 

where a species occurs at its greatest density (i.e., the 

center of its distribution) should be the most favorable of 

all inhabited areas across the range of the species, because 

the components at the center should correspond most closely 

to the requirements of the species. Conversely, the margins 

of a species' range should have more patchily-distributed 

and possibly lower quality resources for the species, since 

it did not evolve in those areas but only recently began 

exploiting them. The relation of this to elegant trogons 

is that the birds in Arizona are peripheral populations to 

their "core" in Mexico, and so they likely will always tend 

to be rare in Arizona, and to be restricted to isolated 

patches of habitat that mayor may not support their long

term persistence. 
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Microsite level habitat selection 

Nest sites.--Nearly all nest sites were in riparian 

areas rather than upland areas. Elegant trogons selected 

large sycamores surrounded by some cover as nest sites; this 

cover could have provided thermal relief inside nest 

cavities during the intense heat of summer (Walsberg 1981), 

or may primarily have been used for perches. For example, 

trogons often landed on branches near their nest cavities, 

and while perched this way, scanned the area before they 

flew into the nests to feed their young (L. Hall, unpubl. 

data). Trogons may therefore require a vantage point from 

which to watch for potential threats; close, tall trees seem 

to satisfy this requirement. 

Nests in the Huachuca Mountains were found more 

commonly in canyons with perennial waterflow. However, this 

relationship did not hold in the Santa Rita Mountains, 

leading us to conclude again that perennial water is 

probably not a requirement for trogons. Successful nests 

were likewise not related to the proximity of surface water. 

The degree to which trogons need water for bathing and 

drinking is not known, but the observations of these 

behaviors are so few that they are probably not 

consequential activities for trogons in Arizona. 

Other cavity-nesting bird species have exhibited more 

pronounced nest tree (e.g., Li and Martin 1991, Rudolph and 
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Conner 1991) and nest site selection (Sedgwick and Knopf 

1992), but trogons appeared to use almost any sycamore trees 

with cavities that were available. Trogons also did not 

preferentially use cavities with a certain directional 

orientation, as has been found for some bird species (Inouye 

et al. 1981), but this is not an uncommon finding among 

cavity-nesting species (Gutzwiller and Anderson 1987, Kerpez 

and Smith 1990, Li and Martin 1991). Sedgwick and Knopf 

(1992) found that nest sites of willow flycatchers were 

characterized by willow shrub densities and more uniformly

sized and evenly-spaced shrubs than were found in unused 

sites. At a slightly larger scale, flycatcher nests were 

further characterized by less variability in willow 

coverage. The only relationship I found with surrounding 

vegetation was with potential cover to the south of the 

sites; however, there may have been nest characteristics 

that I did not measure that might have been more important 

to trogon nest selection (e.g., percent cover and foliage 

volume around the site, or inner cavity dimensions, 

temperature, and degree of shading at the cavity; Calder 

1971, Walsberg 1981). Future studies will need to quantify 

these relationships for elegant trogons. 

Sixty-six percent of the active nest sites I found were 

successful in producing nestlings and fledglings, similar to 

Taylor's (1978-1980) records of fledgling production from 
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50-78% of the nests he located in the Chiricahua, Huachuca, 

and Santa Rita mountains. The breeding success I observed 

was similar to that seen in other neotropical migrant birds. 

In Arizona, for example, painted redstarts achieved 55% 

success (of 62 total nests) in the Huachucas and Santa Ritas 

in 1994 and 1995 (L. Christoferson and M. Morrison, unpubl. 

manuscript). Martin (1992) likewise summarized nest success 

for 7 neotropical migrant bird species in Arizona, and found 

that it ranged from 51% for MacGillivray's warblers 

(Oporornis tolmei) to 77% for black-headed grosbeaks 

(Pheucticus melanocephalus) . 

Activity budgets.--At the finest level of habitat use, 

elegant trogons conducted their primary activities of 

calling and foraging in more decadent trees than expected. 

Males preferentially used oak trees for foraging, but used 

several tree species for calling. Females used oak trees 

less frequently than males for foraging, although oaks still 

comprised >50% of all trees used, and they also called from 

several tree species. Marshall (1957:Table 5) noted that 

elegant trogons foraged in pines, oaks, and riparian trees. 

Taylor (1978, 1979) found that Arizona white oaks were used 

as the foraging substrate in 27-33% of his 163 observations 

in the Chiricahuas. Oaks accounted for 32-40% of his 

observations, which still was less than the percentages we 

observed. In addition, in 1978 and 1979, Taylor also 
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observed trogons foraging heavily on fruits from several 

tree and shrub species, especially birchleaf buckthorn. All 

of my observations from 1993 to 1995 were of trogons 

foraging on arthropod prey, not fruit. The differences 

between these findings are probably due to the locations in 

which we collected our observations: the south fork of Cave 

Creek Canyon, in the Chiricahuas, where Taylor worked, 

provides a relatively mesic microclimate during the summer, 

and also has more fruit-bearing plants than canyons in the 

Huachuca and Santa Rita mountains where I worked. 

Regardless of the differences in prey items taken, however, 

it is apparent that elegant trogons forage heavily in oak 

trees and in fruit-bearing plants, when they are abundant. 

VanderWerf (1993) examined multi-scaled habitat 

selection by foraging 'elepaio (Chasiempis sandwichensis) in 

Hawaii. Although his scales were all within the microsite 

level of selection, VanderWerf found some scalar differences 

in foraging site preferences. He concluded that 'elepaio 

selected foraging sites based on a variety of habitat 

variables, possibly reflecting their ability to use a 

variety of foraging maneuvers and substrates; however, they 

preferentially used one forest tree species over another. 

Obviously, elegant trogons are capable of handling and 

consuming a variety of food items, and, depending on where 

these occur, can therefore exploit a variety of plant 
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species. Calling of trogons likewise occurs from a variety 

of locations within their home ranges, indicating that they 

are rather non-selective about these sites. I conclude that 

these relationships demonstrate an opportunistic nature in 

elegant trogons at this finest scale of habitat selection. 

Conclusions 

Levin (1992) suggested that ecologists should apply 

their energies to the study of the interactions of phenomena 

among different scales, and to learning how to interface the 

disparate scales. I found consistent patterns of habitat 

selection by elegant trogons among the vegetation variables 

I examined across three scales: at the broadest levels, 

trogons used mountains and canyons with sycamore trees in 

the riparian areas, and juniper, pine, and oak trees 

throughout the watersheds. At the home range level, trogons 

acted as a pine-oak woodland species, but used riparian 

areas with sycamores and junipers, and upland areas with 

pines and oaks. At the microsite scale, they nested 

primarily in large sycamores, and secondarily in oak trees; 

at activity sites, they foraged primarily in oak trees, but 

called from several tree species. Thus, across all scales, 

it is evident that sycamores, junipers, pines, and oaks are 

critical to elegant trogon habitat use in Arizona. A few 

studies have similarly found vegetation variables that 



bridge the multiple scales of habitat selection: Sedgwick 

and Knopf (1992) found that willows comprised the most 

important variable among scales for willow flycatchers. 

And, Carey et al. (1992) found that spotted owls strongly 

selected old growth forest vegetation at three scales, and 

argued that this use reflected a need for the vegetation, 

rather than just a preference. 
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Wiens (1985) emphasized that as the responses of 

individual species to habitat variations continue to be 

documented, researchers are more likely to consider that the 

habitat selection process is influenced by multiple factors, 

and that it is both spatially and temporally dynamic. As a 

result, for elegant trogons, I expect that future studies, 

and especially ones of this species south of the u.S. 

border, will reveal more spatial and temporal variability, 

especially at the finest scales of habitat selection. 
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CHAPTER 2: BREEDING BEHAVIOR OF ELEGANT TROGONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The elegant trogon is a monogamous, secondary-cavity

nesting species whose range extends from northwest Costa 

Rica to the extreme southwestern United States (AOU 1983; 

Taylor 1994). The only breeding populations found in the 

United States are small and are concentrated primarily in 

the Atascosa, Chiricahua, Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains 

in southeastern Arizona (Taylor 1994). Because of the 

trogon's rarity in Arizona, and the fact that its habitat 

requirements are virtually unknown, the Arizona Game and 

Fish Department listed the bird as a "Candidate IV" 

sensitive species, one for which threats are suspected but 

for which substantial population declines from historical 

levels have not been documented (Arizona Game and Fish 

Department 1988). The small amount of information available 

on breeding populations in Arizona indicates that both male 

and female trogons arrive in the four ranges listed above in 

mid-April, after apparently migrating from northern Mexico 

(Lane 1974, AOU 1983, Taylor 1994). After arrival, males 

compete with each other to establish territories in pine-oak 

mountain drainages and begin actively courting females 

(Marshall 1957, Taylor 1994, Hall unpubl. data). 

Very little information is available about species of 
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the family Trogonidae, and especially the elegant trogon. 

Early natural-history accounts by Skutch (1942, 1944, 1948, 

1956, 1959, 1962) on several trogon species in Mexico and 

Central America did not include the elegant trogon. In the 

United States, Taylor (1994) conducted primarily qualitative 

studies of T. elegans from 1979 to 1982, and his data 

represent some of the only relatively long-term information 

available on the species prior to 1993. During 1993-1994, I 

studied the breeding behavior and nesting phenology of the 

elegant trogon to quantify its habits in Arizona. Although 

I wanted to describe nesting characteristics of elegant 

trogons in general, I was also interested in determining 

whether there were differences between males and females in 

the amount of time they tended nests, because Taylor's 

(1994) work and that of Skutch (1942-1962) on other trogon 

species showed that adult trogons share nest duties. 

Furthermore, I was interested in nest-defense behavior by 

adults because observations have indicated that trogons 

vigorously defend their cavities (Cully 1986, Taylor 1994) . 
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METHODS 

Study area.--I studied the breeding behavior of elegant 

trogons from late May to mid-August 1993 and 1994 in the 

Huachuca (31°32'N, 1100 19'W), Santa Rita (31°46'N, 109°21'W), 

and Chiricahua (32°0'N, 1100 19'W) mountains. Common 

overs tory trees in canyons where trogons nested included 

alligator juniper, Mexican pinyon, Apache pine, Chihuahua 

pine, silver-leaf oak, emory oak (Ouercus emoryi), net-leaf 

oak, Arizona white oak, and hybrids of the above-listed oak 

species. Arizona sycamore, black walnut, and several 

species of ash occurred in the riparian woodlands in these 

drainages. Common upland and riparian understory vegetation 

included a number of young overstory plants: squawberry 

(Rhus trilobata), New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) , 

mountain mahogany, agave (mostly Agave palmeri), and yucca 

(Yucca sp.) (Kearney and Peebles 1960, Hall pers. obs.). 

From mid-July through September, southeastern Arizona 

experiences weather patterns characterized by strong, local, 

and brief thundershowers in the afternoons. April and May 

in the mountains are cool during the day and night (x = 

18°C). June and July are hot (~ = 25°C); August and 

September are cooler (x = 23°C) because of the rainstorms 

(Sellers and Hill 1974). Average rainfall across April and 

May in the Huachuca Mountains is 0.33 cm (1954-1970); 0.97 

cm in June; and 8.46 cm across July-September (based on data 
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collected at 1,425 m elevation; Sellers and Hill 1974). 

Nest searching.--Trogon nests were located in two ways 

during 1993 and 1994: First, to solicit responses from 

breeding adults, I played tapes of trogon territorial calls 

in canyons with historical records of nesting trogons. I 

followed the adults that responded to their nest areas, and 

searched for potential nest sites (i.e., cavities in living 

or dead trees). I then monitored potential cavities and 

recorded my observations of trogon activities at the sites. 

Second, I attached radio transmitters to 11 adult trogons 

(four males and one female in 1993; five males and one 

female in 1994) to monitor their movements for about two 

months each during their breeding seasons (i.e. April to 

August) (see Chapter 1) . 

Nest observations.-- In 1993 and 1994 I observed the 

nesting behavior of elegant trogons from blinds or other 

camouflaged locations at about 25 m from each nest. I 

averaged 4 ± SD of 1.9 h per observation period in 1993 (n = 

90 days) and 3 ± 2.5 h per period in 1994 (n = 45 days). I 

recorded the time of day, frequency, and duration of trogon 

nesting activities at and around nest sites in a continuous 

written log. When possible (because trogons had their backs 

to me at the cavities on many occasions) I also identified 

prey items fed to nestlings by adults. I then summarized 

and tabulated all notes. 
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When summarizing the observation data, I assigned each 

nest a reproductive-period status (advertisement, laying, 

incubating, brooding, feeding, or fledged) based on the 

recorded behaviors of the adults and young during each 

period. Advertisement behavior was determined based on 

notes from Taylor (1979-1983), and on my familiarity with 

bird nesting behaviors. Each male trogon I observed 

advertised his selected nest cavity by remaining in the 

vicinity of the tree all day and calling continuously. When 

a female trogon was not right next to the proposed cavity, 

the male called loudly from perches near the cavity to 

attract her. If the female carne close to the nest, the male 

usually flew to a perch in the nest tree and called softly 

but insistently. If the female remained in the area, the 

male perched at the cavity entrance and/or entered the 

cavity, still calling softly and constantly. If the female 

flew away while the male was calling from inside the cavity, 

the male would fly out and resume calling loudly. During a 

typical day a female typically passed within 25 m of an 

advertising male and his cavity three or four times. Males 

often perched on a cavity lip, looked into the cavities 

while calling, looked around, and then looked back into the 

cavities. This behavior could continue for days (e.g., one 

male on which I had numerous observations promoted his 

cavity tree for about one month until a female finally 
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accepted the nest) . 

Laying behavior was recognized based on descriptions 

from Allen (1944), and my familiarity with laying behavior 

in other bird species. During laying sessions, both males 

and females remained within 25 m of the cavity and were very 

vocal, entering and exiting the cavity repeatedly. When 

approaching the nest, the trogons perched at the lip of the 

cavity prior to entering, and peered inside. Males entered 

and exited the cavities frequently; females did so also, but 

to a lesser degree. I assumed that, as with other bird 

species (e.g. Bowers and Dunning 1994), female trogons lay 

only one egg per day. 

Once incubation was completed, it sometimes was 

difficult to determine whether adults were brooding or 

feeding in the first couple of days while nestlings were 

fed. Therefore, I considered an adult to be brooding if it 

remained inside the nest for 15 or more min/h, or feeding if 

it was inside less than 15 min/h. 

I recorded the final status of each potential or used 

nest at the end of each field season. A nest was 

considered: investigated if an adult male or female entered 

the cavity and/or called from it on one or more occassion, 

but never laid eggs in it; abandoned if eggs were laid in a 

cavity and then the trogons deserted the nest prior to 

hatching; successful if one or more young fledged, or if the 



nestlings were less than one week from fledging, but were 

not seen outside the cavity; or unknown if the fate of a 

nest with eggs was uncertain. 
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I also recorded the frequency and apparent cause of 

vocalizations by the adult male or female within 30 m of the 

nest. I classified the cause of vocalization as: 

disturbance if the trogon's call was a reaction to a loud 

noise, possible predator, interspecific competitor, human 

being, or some other potential threat; new trogon if the 

call was in response to another trogon that was not a member 

of the nesting pair; or unknown if the cause of the call was 

uncertain. A fourth category, switch, was used to indicate 

a call by either an incubating or brooding bird, or by a 

trogon approaching the nest, to signal a change in 

incubating or brooding duties. If the pair was feeding 

nestlings, the switch classification referred to the call 

made when both parents arrived simultaneously to feed, or 

when one trogon arrived, while the second bird was in the 

cavity feeding. 

Analyses.--Incubation, brooding, and feeding data were 

converted to rates (min/h) for standardization and were 

tested for normality by year, status, and nest location 

(Kolmogorov-Smirnoff goodness-of-fit test; Zar 1984:53) . 

All variables except those describing calling rates were 

normally distributed and, therefore, all data except those 
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for call rates were analyzed with parametric tests. 

I conducted Student's h-testS to compare the rates of 

incubation, brooding, and feeding between sexes within each 

year and between years. Mann-Whitney U-tests (Zar 1984:138) 

were used to compare call rates between sexes and years. To 

describe calling by trogons I conducted Pearson product

moment correlations (Zar 1984:307) of call rates versus 

rates of incubation, brooding, and feeding between both 

years for males (because they called most often). 

The fates of nests (successful vs. abandonded) in 1993 

and 1994 were compared among canyons and years using log

likelihood g-tests. Only nests from the Huachuca Mountains 

were included in this analysis because I found the most 

nests in this range. The canyons I selected for comparison 

were also the ones with the densest populations of nesting 

trogons, as determined from my surveys and radiotelemetry 

reconnaisance. 

Analyses were conducted with SPSS/PC+ software, and all 

test results were considered significant if P ~ 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Nest searching.--I found 46 nests or investigated 

cavities: 12 in 1993; and 34 in 1994. Of these, 11 

cavities were only investigated by trogon pairs; five were 

abandoned after egg-laying; 24 successfully reared young to 

near-fledging or fledging; and five had unknown fates. No 

young were known to have been predated in either year. 

Nesting habitat for elegant trogons ranged from 1500 to 2500 

m in canyons. I found trogons nesting in 17 different 

drainages that were generally without running water for most 

of the summer (except immediately following rainstorms) . 

However, intermittent standing water occurred in small pools 

in most canyons with trogons. Of the nests found, 80% (37) 

were in sycamore trees, 4% (2) in Arizona white oaks, 4% (2) 

in Goodding's willows, and 2% (1) each in a silver-leaf oak, 

a net-leaf oak, a hybrid of net-leaf and Arizona white oaks, 

a pine snag, and a black walnut. 

I found no significant differences in the proportions 

of successful versus abandonded nests among the canyons with 

the densest elegant trogon populations in the Huachuca 

Mountains in 1993 (G = 7.8, R = 0.17, df = 5), or 1994 (G = 

2.2, P = 0.70, df = 4). 

Phenology.--Calculations of phenology were based on 

five nests from 1993 for which I had more than 80 h of 

observation each. The average duration of the nesting cycle 
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was 37 ± SD of 3.3 days. The mean length of incubation was 

19 ± 1.7 days, and mean length of feeding after hatching was 

15 ± 3.1 days. Nesting phenology was extremely variable for 

nests I observed in 1993 and 1994: six nests were started 

in May and had nestlings, or had fledged young, by late 

June; eight nests were started in June and were finished by 

mid- to late July; six nests were started in July and had 

fledged young by late August. Laying and incubation 

occurred at nests from 11 May through 1 August; brooding 

occurred from 3 June through 6 August; and feeding occurred 

from 2 June through 20 August. Thus, individual nests were 

started throughout the entire spring and summer. 

Courtship and nest advertisement.--I recorded 995 h of 

notes while observing trogons at nest sites, 775 h in 1993 

and 220 h in 1994. Male courtship behavior was documented 

on 17 occasions. Courtship displays were used when near 

females and included tail flicking (or "pumping"), inflating 

their crimson chests while facing females, and following 

females from perch to perch while calling at them in low 

pitches. Copulation was observed on 11 occasions, in 3 

instances occurring at least twice in 1 h. 

One of the primary components of trogon courtship was 

nest advertisement. This behavior was observed on seven 

occasions, for a total of 35 h. Most of my observations of 

nest advertisement were made on one radio-marked male in 
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1994 (25 h total over four days). Advertising males called 

loudly from perches 15 to 30 m from the cavity, at a rate of 

160 + SD of 69.9 calls/h. Females were less vocal, calling 

at a rate of 12 ± 15.3 calls/h when outside the cavity. 

Males entered proposed cavities about two times every 3 h 

and females entered about one time every 3 h. 

Laying.--This behavior was only observed twice, once at 

a nest in 1993 and once in 1994, for a total of 10 h of 

observations. During laying, both the male and female 

remained within 25 m of the cavity and were very vocal, 

entering and exiting the cavity repeatedly. Males and 

females called at least 50 times/hi both sexes called at 

steady rates regardless of whether they were inside or 

outside the cavity. Females entered cavities about six 

times every 5 h, remaining inside about 11 min/entry, 

whereas males entered cavities about five times every 5 h, 

for about 14 min/entry, presumably to perform short 

incubation bouts or to turn eggs (Skutch 1976) . 

Incubation.--I recorded 508 h of observation during 

incubation, 418 h in 1993 (observation period, ~ = 4.6 ± SD 

of 1.8 h), and 90 h in 1994 (& = 4.1 ± 2.4 h), at 29 nests. 

There were no significant differences in average incubation 

rates (t-test, P = 0.12) or the average number of incubation 

bouts (R = 0.57) between males and females in 1993 (Figs. 5 

and 6). In 1994, the number of times females incubated was 
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significantly higher than that for males (P < 0.001), but 

there was no significant difference between the sexes in the 

amount of time spent incubating eggs per hour (E = 0.14; 

Figs. 5 and 6). Males incubated for more bouts in 1993 than 

1994 (~-test, P = 0.001), but did not spend more time on the 

eggs in 1993 (P = 0.58; Figs. 5 and 6). Females spent more 

time incubating in 1994 than 1993 (P < 0.001), but there was 

no difference in the number of incubation bouts between 

years (P = 0.99; Figs. 5 and 6). 

Brooding.--I recorded 58 h of observation during 

brooding, 43 in 1993 (observation period, x = 4.3 ± SD of 

1.2 h) and 14 in 1994 (x = 2.4 ± 2.4 h), at 24 nests. Males 

brooded significantly more times than females in 1993 

(t-test, E = 0.01), but the durations of brooding did not 

differ between the sexes (P = 0.52; Figs. 5 and 6). Females 

brooded for more bouts in 1994 than in 1993 (P = 0.001; Fig. 

5), but males brooded significantly more often and for more 

total time in 1993 than 1994 (Es < 0.001; Figs. 5 and 6) . 

There were no significant differences between the sexes in 

1994 (Es = 0.31-0.49; Figs. 5 and 6) . 

Feedinq.--I recorded 308 h of observation during 

feeding of nestlings, 235 h in 1993 (observation period, X = 

4.1 ± SD of 1.9 h), and 73 h in 1994 (x = 2.6 ± 2.5 h), at 

24 nests. I observed no significant differences in feeding 

rates or number of feeding bouts between males and females 
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in 1993 (t-test, gs = 0.61-0.96) or 1994 (Ps = 0.25-0.53). 

Male trogons fed nestlings during more bouts in 1994 than 

1993 (P = 0.03; Fig. 5), but did not feed for more total 

time in 1994 (g = 0.99; Fig. 6). I observed no significant 

differences among 1993 and 1994 feeding data for females (gs 

= 0.09-0.99; Figs. 5 and 6) . 

I observed males deliver insects to nestlings on 21 

occasions across both years, including seven Orthoptera 

(33%), five Lepidoptera (24%), three Coleoptera (14%), and 

two (9.5%) each of Homoptera, Hymenoptera, and Odonata. I 

saw females deliver food 13 times: five Lepidoptera (38%), 

four Orthoptera (31%), three Coleoptera (27%), and one 

Mantoidea (8%). I never observed adult trogons feeding 

fruit to nestlings. 

Vocalizations.-- In 1993 and 1994, male trogons called 

significantly more often than females overall (Mann-Whitney 

U-test; 1993, gs < 0.03; 1994, gs < 0.02; Table 15). In 

1993, the total amount of calling done by males did not vary 

between the reproductive phases of the nesting cycle (gs = 

0.17-0.55). Female trogons in 1993, however, called 

significantly more often during incubation than during 

feeding (g = 0.01). In 1994, calling did not vary 

significantly between phases of the nesting cycle for males 

(g > 0.06), but females called more often from inside their 

cavities during incubation than during feeding (P = 0.05). 



Males called more often in 1994 than 1993 (P = 0.04), but 

called for more total time in 1993 (P = 0.002). 
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The analysis of causes of vocalizations indicated that 

males and females called at the same rates in 1993 and 1994 

when they were disturbed at their nests or bothered by new 

trogons (Table 15). However, males and females called more 

often in 1993 during nest switches than they did in 1994 (gs 

~ 0.05; Table 15) . 

Male calls were positively associated with feeding (r2 s 

= 0.18-0.72, gs < 0.001) rather than with incubation or 

brooding (Ps ~ 0.48), indicating that they called more often 

during the former reproductive stage. Disturbance data that 

I recorded anecdotally during the two years indicated that 

elegant trogons called at and responded most often to 

Arizona gray squirrels (Sciurus arizonensis), sulfur-bellied 

flycatchers, and northern flickers around their nests 

(~ = 30.2, g = 0.02, df = 16). Their most common reactions 

were flying out of their cavities, calling, and physically 

attacking and/or chasing these perpetrators. 
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DISCUSSION 

Rates and durations of incubation, brooding, and 

feeding in 1993 and 1994 were generally equal for male and 

female elegant trogons, and that there were few differences 

between years for both of the sexes. Taylor (1994), in the 

popular literature, also reported that the time expended by 

males and females in incubation and feeding was roughly 

equal, based on his nest observations from 1979 to 1982. My 

results were partially confounded, however, by the large 

variability I saw in 1993 and 1994. The variability was 

present both in my 1993 data set, with 775 h of 

observations, and my smaller (220 h) 1994 data set. Thus, 

some variability is probably inherent in the breeding 

behaviors of elegant trogons, however, if future researchers 

want to more precisely elucidate sexual differences they 

should conduct longer-term, more intensive nest monitoring 

studies on a greater number of nests. 

Some comparisons between elegant trogons and other 

members of the family Trogonidae can be made based on work 

by Skutch (1942-1962) on trogon species in the Neotropics. 

For example, elegant trogons in Arizona differed from other 

Neotropical trogons in their incubation patterns. According 

to Skutch (1944), only the resplendent quetzal (Pharomachrus 

mocinno) and possibly the Mexican trogon (T. mexicanus; 

which also showed high variability in its daily schedule) 
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followed the same incubation patterns as the elegant trogon, 

with the male taking two shifts of intermediate length 

during the day. All of the other six species he studied 

apparently followed a schedule with males incubating for 

only one period of 7 to 8 h, and females incubating for the 

rest of the time. Skutch found incubation lengths ranging 

from 16 days in the white-tailed trogon (T. bairdi) to 19 

days in the Mexican and citrolene (T. citreolus) trogons 

(1942, 1948, 1962). Taylor (1994) calculated the average 

length of incubation at 17 days for the elegant trogon. I 

estimated 19 days with a range of 17 to 21, which still 

places the elegant trogon at the upper end of the scale 

relative to other trogons. 

Skutch (1942-1962) reported that all adult trogons he 

watched spent between 15 and 17 days feeding nestlings, with 

the exception of the white-tailed trogon (25 days) and the 

resplendant quetzal (23-31 days). This places the elegant 

trogon (15 days) at the lower end of the scale. Taylor's 

(1994) estimate of feeding duration was 20 to 23 days, but 

he included brooding time in his estimate. If I add my 

average brooding duration (1.6 days) to my feeding estimate, 

elegant trogons fed for approximately 17 days, similar to 

Skutch's findings. 

Trogon species studied by Skutch fed their young 

insects for the first few days after hatching, and later 
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supplemented their diets with fruit (or, in the case of the 

resplendant quetzal, with small lizards and frogs) . 

Eguiarte and Martinez del Rio (1985) reported that the 

citrolene trogon used four different fruit species during 

the dry season in Jalisco, Mexico. However, I never 

observed elegant trogons feeding fruit to nestlings in 1993 

and 1994. An elegant trogon stomach examined by Cottam and 

Knappen (1939; collected June 1892 in the Huachuca 

Mountains) contained only adult and larval lepidopterans. A 

second specimen examined by them and collected south of the 

Huachucas (in Teporica, Mexico) contained 68% insects and 

32% fruit and plant fiber. Unlike my findings, Taylor 

(1994) observed elegant trogons feeding berries to nestlings 

on days immediately preceeding fledging at several nests, 

suggesting that trogons in Arizona will use fruit for 

nestlings if it is available. Relatively dry years during 

my study, and the uncommonness of berries in southeastern 

Arizona until September (Hall unpubl. data) may explain why 

I did not see the birds feeding on berries. During Taylor's 

work (1978-1982), wet weather conditions may have provided 

increased availability of fruit; in addition, Taylor's nest 

observations occurred in relatively mesic canyons. 

Another difference between elegant trogons and other 

Neotropical trogons is the use by the former of 

pre-formed cavities. Skutch (1944-1962) reported that the 
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Mexican, citrolene, black-throated, white-tailed, and 

collared trogons, as well as the resplendent quetzal, 

excavated their own cavities either in termitaries or rotted 

wood. In Arizona, elegant trogons nest exclusively in 

existing cavities in either live or dead wood (Allen 1944, 

Hall unpubl. data). Taylor (1983) found that 83% of 59 

nests from 1944 through 1982 were constructed by 

woodpeckers, mostly by northern flickers. I never observed 

trogons excavate wood within their cavities, although on a 

few occasions I did see them run their bills along the wood 

near the entrances. 

Finally, elegant trogons are similar to the rest of the 

family in vocalizations. For instance, when trogons are 

disturbed, they usually make "rattling" and "cackling" calls 

that can either be coupled with lateral flaring of the tail 

(as in the resplendant quetzal and white-tailed trogon), or 

raising and lowering the tail (pumping; Cully 1986). This 

is seen in the Mexican, citrolene, black-throated, and 

collared trogons (Allen 1944; Skutch 1942, 1948, 1956, 1959; 

Taylor 1994). In my study, the call rates of male elegant 

trogons were much greater than those of females during both 

years. Male call rates were also very similar between 

years. This pattern is consistent with the calling patterns 

of other trogon species; e.g., Skutch (1942, 1948, 1959) 

reported that Mexican and citrolene trogons call loudly all 
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during their breeding seasons in Central America, and Taylor 

(1994) reported that eared quetzals (Euptilotis neoxenus) 

also call frequently and loudly during their breeding 

seasons in Arizona and Mexico. 
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CHAPTER 3: MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Conservation and management of the elegant trogon in 

Arizona, based on my study, will necessitate consideration 

of the following points: first, elegant trogons are 

dependent on both riparian and upland vegetation in montane 

watersheds to satisfy their requirements during the breeding 

season. Second, sycamore trees are their primary nesting 

substrate. Third, the present abundance and distribution of 

trogons may saturate all available habitat. And finally, I 

counted 112 individual trogons from 1993 to 1995 in the 66 

canyons in which I worked (Table 16), and the density of 

trogons (calculated by program DISTANCE; Laake et al. 1994) 

in these same canyons was 0.26 trogons/ha (± SD of 0.26). 

In this chapter, my objectives are to present 

management recommendations for the elegant trogon where it 

occurs on the Coronado National Forest (CNF) and on Fort 

Huachuca, Arizona, based on the above points. In addition, 

I present infomation on one additional point that was not 

discussed in chapters 1 and 2: elegant trogons may 

interrupt their nesting behaviors when they are disturbed by 

humans in close proximity. 
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Disturbances 

From 1993 to 1995 I quantified potential disturbances 

to elegant trogons and their reactions to these disturbances 

(e.g., Grubb and King 1991). The goal was to determine if 

trogon behaviors were equally affected by "natural" 

disturbances (e.g., predators, competitors, and weather) and 

"human" disturbances (e.g., birdwatchers and their 

vehicles) . 

Methods.--I recorded all incidental observations of the 

reactions of trogons to potential disturbances. These 

observations were made only when I could see a trogon and 

could see or hear the potential disturbance at the same 

time, and so could accurately record the response of the 

trogon to the occurrence. Disturbance types were: (1) 

people (i.e., birdwatchers, hikers, campers, mountain 

bikers, and observers); (2) equipment and machines 

(photography equipment, guns, cars, trucks, motorcycles, 

airplanes); (3) competitors and potential predators of 

trogons (woodpeckers, flycatchers, ravens, jays, squirrels, 

hawks); and (4) weather (lightning, thunder, hail). During 

each field season I recorded the number, duration, loudness 

(subjectively categorized as low, medium, or high), and 

distance (from the trogon) of these potential disturbances, 

and the reactions of the trogons. Trogon reactions were 

categorized as: (1) no observable response; (2) behavioral 
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change for ~30 sec; (3) behavioral change, and/or calling, 

for 31 sec to 2 min; (4) calling for >2 min, and/or using 

some active defense (e.g., flew off, attacked, or became 

visibly agitated; Hall and Karubian, in press) . 

Analyses.--I conducted ANOVAs of the duration and 

distance of potential disturbances by response types, and 

conducted G-tests of the loudness categories by the response 

types. For the test of "human" and "natural" disturbances 

versus the response types, I grouped all human-related 

disturbances into the former category, and all non-human

related disturbances into the latter category. I used 

G-tests to determine if there were different frequencies 

between these categories at levels of "low" trogon responses 

(reactions 1 and 2) and "high" responses (reactions 3 and 

4) • 

Results.--I recorded 681 disturbances from 1993 to 1995 

(99% collected in 1994 and 1995); 623 were collected in the 

Huachuca Mountains, 52 in the Santa Ritas, and 6 in the 

Chiricahuas, among 19 total canyons. The maximum length of 

a disturbance record was 480 min (i.e., 8 hr), with a mean 

of 9 ± SD of 39.4 min. The three, 8-hr records were all 

from 1994: on 25 July, I watched people camp underneath an 

active trogon nest in Scotia Canyon; the adult trogons were 

visibly disturbed for the whole day, and interrupted every 

feeding attempt to call agitatedly at the campers. On 28 
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and 29 May the adults at a nest site in Lyle Canyon called 

continuously for 2 days due to stimulation by other trogons 

and by the observer. 

The distances at which potential disturbances were 

located from trogons ranged from 0 to 2500 m (x = 178 ± SD 

of 1028.1 m). I recorded 55 disturbances at high volume, 

309 at medium volume, and 308 at low volume. A total of 397 

elegant trogon responses were of type 1, 87 of type 2, 42 of 

type 3, and 155 of type 4. 

The duration of disturbances was significantly longer 

with trogon response type 4 (ANOVA E = 7.09, g = 0.0001, df 

= 3, 666). However, there were no differences between the 

distances of disturbances and trogon response types (F = 

1.84, P = 0.14, df = 3, 669). The volume of disturbances 

was not significantly related to the response type for all 

disturbances combined (G = 3.51, g = 0.17, df = 2) . 

Trogons did not react strongly to most contacts with humans: 

most people (90%) passed trogons while talking at low and 

medium volumes. Also, 311 of 402 reactions were "low" and 

91 were "high" (G = 127.29, P < 0.001, df = 1). However, on 

the 65 occasions when humans did disturb trogons (Table 17), 

they caused reactions that lasted an average of 8 ± SD of 

44.7 min. Trogons had equal frequencies of low reactions 

and high react"ions to all predators and competitors 

combined, indicating that they were not significantly 
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disturbed by these animals (R = 0.99, 1 df); however, when 

conspecifics and squirrels were tested separately from other 

competitors and predators, more elegant trogons exhibited 

high rather than low levels of response (~ = 19.57, P < 

0.001, df = 1; Table 17). Finally, more trogons exhibited 

low rather than high responses when weather noises occurred 

(G = 23.21, R < 0.001, df = 1). 

Discussion.--Elegant trogons usually did not change 

their behaviors when humans were nearby. Although these 

findings suggest no cause for concern about human activity 

in canyons with elegant trogons, I think they should be 

interpreted with caution. First, I measured disturbances 

away from nest sites, but the average length of time that 

trogons were disturbed by humans (8 + 45 min) might have 

been great enough to impact trogon productivity at nests by 

distracting adults from incubating eggs or from feeding 

young (Grubb and King 1991) . Second, I did not evaluate 

the cumulative effects of multiple, repeated disturbances on 

either the energetics or productivities of adult trogons. I 

did calculate whether the rates of visitation to canyons by 

humans (ranked as "low" or "high") were related to the 

success of a nest site, and found that there was no obvious 

relation (G = 1.8, R = 0.18, df = 1). Taylor (1979-1983), 

however, noted several instances of photographers and 

birdwatchers who had "camped" near trogon nests causing 
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trogons to temporarily or permanently abandon the sites. He 

strongly advocated that measures be taken to keep people 

away from nesting trogons. Partially as a result of 

Taylor's reports, the CNF erected signs in Madera Canyon 

(Santa Rita Mountains) and south fork, Cave Creek Canyon 

(Chiricahua Mountains), asking people to be quiet, to avoid 

bothering nesting trogons, and to not use playback tapes. 

In addition, the Game Management Office at Fort Huachuca 

recently banned all use of taped bird calls on the Fort (H. 

S. Stone, Game Management Officer, pers. cornmun., 1994), 

because when the taped calls are played repeatedly in the 

same vicinity (unlike how I conducted my surveys), adult 

trogons may be pulled from their nests to defend the 

territory. 

I fully support these measures by the CNF and the Fort, 

but further suggest that conspicuous signs be placed in 

additional canyons with high numbers of elegant trogons and 

heavy visitor use (i.e., Garden, Huachuca, and Sawmill 

canyons in the Huachuca Mountains). In a study conducted in 

Colorado on wildlife-viewing recreation, Manfredo and Larson 

(1993) found that about 90% of all survey respondents 

indicated that they would be likely to stop and read 

wildlife information signs placed along trails, or would 

obtain wildlife brochures at visitor centers. Therefore, 

signs and information brochures about the breeding 
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requirements of elegant trogons might be worthwhile for 

trogon management in Arizona. I do not think, however, that 

the Forest Service or the Army should post signs in canyons 

other than those mentioned above because most people do not 

realize that elegant trogons occur in lesser-known canyons, 

and a sign would alert them to it, potentially causing more 

harm than good. 

Another item that managers might consider including on 

a sign is a "set-back distance" (Rodgers and Smith 1995) . 

Rodgers and Smith (1995) defined this distance as the 

minimum distance of non-intrusion by humans that will 

preclude disturbances to nesting birds. In my study, the 

average distance of disturbances that elicited "high" 

reponses (levels 3 and 4) was 58 m (± SE of 36.2 m); the 

average distance of disturbances that elicited "low" 

reponses (levels 1 and 2) was 200 m (SE = 73.0 m). Also, 

the distance beyond which high responses did not occur was 

94 m (x + 1 SE). Therefore, an appropriate set-back 

distance for people appears to be about 100 m from elegant 

trogon nest sites in Arizona, and a sign stating such could 

encourage visitors to maintain this distance. 

Additional measures, such as cordoning-off trogon nests 

or restricting visitor access where enforcement is possible, 

may also be successful for controlling nesting disturbance. 

These measures are time-intensive, however, and should be 
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considered measures of last resort. Cordoning can be very 

successful; for example, in Ramsey Canyon in 1994 and 1995, 

pairs of elegant trogons began using large sycamore trees 

next to the main visitor trail on Nature Conservancy (TNC) 

land. The management of Ramsey Canyon Nature Preserve, in 

coordination with us, posted signs on the trail near the 

nesting trogons, and closed-down one of their main trails 

for both breeding seasons. They cordoned-off the area, and 

actively encouraged people to move quietly and quickly past 

the nest to avoid disturbing the birds. Although the 

trogons did exhibit some agitation when several people were 

near the nest (L. Hall, unpubl. data), the pairs 

successfully fledged at least 2 young in both years. 

Restricted access might also successfully control 

nesting disturbance. I found many people in some canyons 

during the breeding season. For example, from 20 July to 19 

August 1993, I recorded a total of 48 birdwatching parties 

visiting Sawmill Canyon in the Huachuca Mountains in 31 

days, with an average of 2.4 birding groups/day (± SD of 

1.50). I counted 263 total visitors, and 227 of these were 

birdwatchers, with an average of 4.7 birders/group. All of 

these individuals walked, unknowingly, within 25 m of an 

elegant trogon nest. In canyons such as this, an agency

imposed limit on the number of people allowed into the area 

might ease the pressure on breeding trogons. 
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A final consideration in the management of human 

disturbance to trogons is that, as in the case of the Ramsey 

Canyon nests, when people move quietly and quickly past 

nests, adult trogons do not react strongly. The adults do 

react strongly, however, to people who call loudly or stay 

near the nest site for an extended period of time; observers 

such as this are usually trying to view the trogons or take 

pictures of them at the nest. I think that a policy of "no 

stopping" within 100 m of a nest site might relieve the 

pressure that adult trogons feel from some humans, and could 

easily be incorporated into the sign information placed in 

popular canyons. 

Additional management considerations 

Vegetation.--In addition to enacting measures to 

protect nesting pairs of trogons, the CMF and Fort Huachuca 

may need to initiate some protective measures for the 

vegetation that elegant trogons use. In riparian areas, 

trogons used areas dominated by combinations of juniper

sycamore and oak-sycamore vegetation. They used plots with 

more leaf litter, which was related to increased cover by 

all plants. Used sites in the riparian zone also contained 

fewer xeric and low elevation shrubs. 

In upland areas, trogons primarily used areas dominated 

by oak-juniper, oak-pine, and pine-oak vegetation, and 
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secondarily by pinyon-oak and pinyon-juniper vegetation. 

Upland plots had increased tree densities, and a tendency 

toward increased numbers of Arizona white oaks. These plots 

also contained more silver-leaf and net-leaf oak shrubs, but 

contained fewer xeric and low elevation shrubs. 

These results held constant across many of the canyons 

I studied; however, I also found several differences in 

habitat use among canyons. The habitat use data suggest 

several manangement considerations for elegant trogons in 

Arizona: not only do trogons use riparian and upland 

vegetation in watersheds, and use different components 

within these two zones, but their vegetation use also 

depends on the structure of each canyon. Consequently, 

managers will have to consider the condition of both 

riparian and upland vegetation types in a spatial context; 

McGarigal and McComb (1992) similarly advocated that a 

landscape-level approach to management would be effective 

because it considers upslope and riparian areas in 

conjunction. My data also show that forest managers should 

try to limit the draw-down of the water table in canyons 

with high population densities of elegant trogons, to 

support the growth and recruitment of sycamore trees for the 

birds. Although trogons may not require free-standing water 

for either their nest-site selection or their energetics, a 

permanent, high water table is essential for sycamore 
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seedling survival (Bock and Bock 1985) and for survival of 

mature trees. I think that the Forest Service and the Army 

should try to limit the draw-down of water in at least 12 

canyons: Sycamore Canyon in the Atascosa Mountains; the 

south fork of Cave Creek Canyon in the Chiricahua Mountains; 

Huachuca Canyon, the Cave/Oversite and Lone Mountain/Bear 

canyon complexes, Lyle Canyon, Scotia Canyon, and Sunnyside 

Canyon in the Huachucas; and Big Casa Blanca, Gardner, 

Josephine, and Madera canyons in the Santa Ritas. Within 

these 12 canyons, I suggest that upland areas need to be 

maintained in their present dense state, so that trogons can 

forage and defend their territories. The goals for upland 

management would be the recruitment of oak trees to provide 

a dense understory, and the retention of more decadent oaks 

in the woodland. The primary tool to achieve these goals 

would appear to be fire suppression; however, fire 

suppression may result in degredation of habitat for other 

neotropical migrant birds on the CNF (e.g., buff-breasted 

flycatchers [Empidonax fulvifrons]; J. A. Martin, University 

of Arizona, pers. commun., 1996). 

Population monitoring.--Finally, the number of elegant 

trogons in southeastern Arizona, relative to Taylor's (1983) 

findings (Table 18) have increased slightly, but not 

significantly, in the past decade. Taylor found an average 

of 66.8 ± 4.24 individual trogons among these ranges, 
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whereas I found 76.0 ± 2.80. It is important to keep in 

mind that T. elegans is at the northernmost extension of its 

range in Arizona (AOU 1983), and consequently, its numbers 

probably have never been large (Marshall 1957). This means 

that any efforts to "enhance" trogon numbers in southeastern 

Arizona may not work because trogons may be physiologically 

and physically limited as to how many mountain ranges they 

can occupy, and may be spatially limited because no more of 

them can fit in the available habitat. 

If the CNF and Fort Huachuca want to establish a 

monitoring protocol for the trogon, I suggest the following 

(based on Manley et al. 1993): the agencies should utilize 

the permanent transects I have already established in the 

Atascosa, Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains, and add 

additional permanent transects in the Chiricahuas, so that 

the 12 high-density canyons listed above contain permanent 

counting stations. Depending on the objectives of the CNF 

and Army, points could be counted annually or periodically. 

Regardless of the intervals between sampling years, however, 

counts need to be repeated at least twice per year during 

the early and middle part of the breeding season when 

trogons are most vocal. Point counts should be conducted 

following the methodology outlined in Chapter 1, including 

short-duration broadcasts of territorial calls at each count 

station. Data collected at each point should consist of a 
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record of the vegetation type(s) (to provide a basic index 

of vegetation changes over time) j the sex and nu~ber of 

trogonsj and whether the trogons were new individuals or 

ones already counted. Data from the point counts should be 

summarized for a conservative estimate of the number of 

individuals in canyons, and a relative abundance index 

(Chapter 1) should be calculated for comparison with my 

population estimates. Declines in historical high density 

canyons, even after one year of monitoring, could be enough 

to signal declines in overall populations in Arizona, 

because there will be seven years of previous baseline data 

for comparison (my 1993-1995 data and R. Taylor's 1979-1982 

data) . 

A problem with the above monitoring program, however, 

is that it will only give information on numbers of 

individuals, not on their productivities or survival rates. 

Numbers of animals have been demonstrated to give misleading 

indications of habitat quality (Van Horne 1983), and so 

monitoring should include nest searching and nest watching 

to more accurately determine trends in trogon populations. 

I found that trogons produced young in 66% of the nest sites 

in which they actually started nesting (i.e., excluding 

cavity investigations). Martin (1992) noted that low 

reproductive success for neotropical migrant birds is in the 

40-50% range. Thus, trogons in Arizona seem to be safely 
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above this range. However, if time and funding permit, the 

CNF and Army could initiate a nest-watching program for 

trogons to monitor changes in breeding success. 
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SYNTHESIS 

My findings indicated that from 1993 to 1995, elegant 

trogons were associated with specific plant species in many 

mountain drainages in Arizona. The variables describing 

these plant species changed between scales, but the plant 

species themselves remained linked with elegant trogons 

across all scales. In my analyses at the level of breeding 

behaviors of trogons, I similarly found some consistent 

patterns across years, but also some differences within and 

between years. I interpret all of these results in the 

context of how ecological phenomena scale among spatial 

levels: consistent patterns occurred primarily at broader 

spatial scales, whereas variability occurred at finer 

spatial scales. Wiens (1989a:232) , paraphrasing Gleick 

(1987), described this relationship of patterns among scales 

as the translation of local disorder into regional order. 

By determining the patterns and relationships of variables 

among scales I broadened my insight into the ecology of the 

elegant trogon. My hope is that this dissertation has 

demonstrated that the potential for learning more about 

wildlife-habitat dynamics is increased when working within a 

hierarchical scaling structure. 
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Table 1. Competitor and predator bird species used in the 

multiple regression and logistic regression analyses at the 

mountain range level of habitat selection for elegant trogons in 

southeastern Arizona. 1993-1995. 

Common name 

Acorn Woodpecker 

Ash-throated Flycatcher 

Bewick's Wren 

Brown-headed Cowbird 

Bridled Titmouse 

Common Raven 

Cooper' 8 Hawk 

Dusky-capped Flycatcher 

Eastern Bluebird 

Gray-breasted Jay 

Ladder-backed Woodpecker 

Northern Flicker 

Painted Redstart 

Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher 

Strickland's Woodpecker 

Steller's Jay 

Violet-green Swallow 

White-breasted Nuthatch 

Scientific name 

Melanerpes formicivorous 

Myiarchus cinerascens 

Thryomanes bewickii 

Molothrus ~ 

Parus wollweberi 

Corvus ~ 

Accipiter cooperi 

Myiarchus tuberculifer 

Sidia sialis 

AphelQcoma ultramarina 

Picoides scalaris 

Colaptes ayratus 

Myioborus pictys 

Myiodynastes 

luteiventris 

Picoides stricklandi 

Cyanocitta stelleri 

Tacbycineta thalassina 

Sitta carolinensil 
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Table 2. Variables used in the multiple regression and logistic regression analyses of canyon 

characteristics versus relative abundances of elegant trogons (MR), or whether a canyon was 

used or not-used by trogons (LR). The tim variable listed under each analysis is the 

de'pendent variable (DV); the other variables are independent variables. 

Analysis 

Variables entered 

Multiple regression (MR) 

RAI (DV) 
ru 
OU 
PU 
TU 
YU 
GU 
DU 
KU 
MU 
AR 
BR 
CR 
DR 
JR 
La 
OR 
PR 
SR 
WR 
YR 
CYPR 
AE 
BE 
DE 
LE 

Code explanation 

Relative abundance index of trogons in each canyon 
% cover by juniper upland 
% cover by oak upland 
% cover by pine upland 
% cover by inesquite upland 
% cover by pinyon upland 
% cover by grass upland 
% cover by Douglas-rlI' upland 
% cover by ocotiUo upland 
% cover by mountain mahogany 
% cover by asb riparian 
% cover by walnut riparian 
% cover by cottonwood riparian 
% cover by Douglas-flI' riparian 
% cover by juniper riparian 
% cover by maple riparian 
% cover by oak riparian 
% cover by pine riparian 
% cover by sycamore riparian 
% cover by willow riparian 
% cover by pinyon riparian 
% cover by cypress riparian 
% cover by ash edge, 
% cover by walnut edge 
% cover by Douglas-fir edge 
% cover by maple edge 



Table 2. Continued. 

Analysis 

Variables entered 

MR, continued 

ME 
OE 
SE 
TE 
XE 
STELEVA 
END ELEVA 
ACWO 
ATFL 
BEWR 
BHCO 
BRT! 
CORA 
COHA 
DCFL 
EABL 
GBJA 
LBWO 
NOFL 
PARE 
SBFL 
STWO 
STJA 
VGSW 
WBNU 

Logistic regression 

Variables from above plus: 

CYNUSE (Dy) 

AVGASP 

WATER 

Code explanation 

% cover by mountain mahognay edge 
% cover by oak edge 
% cover by sycamore edge 
% cover by mesquite edge 
% cover by boxelder edge 
elevation (in m) at which survey started 
elevation (in m) at which survey ended 
relative abundance (RA) of Acorn Woodpeckers 
RA of Ash-throated Flycatchers 
RA of Bewick's Wrens 
RA of Brown-headed Cowbirds 
RA of Bridled Tianice 
RA of Common Ravens 
RA of Cooper's Hawks 
RA of Dusky-capped Flycatchers 
RA of Eastern Bluebirds 
RA of Gray-breasted Jays 
RA of Ladder-backed Woodpeckers 
RA of Northern, Flickers 
RA of Painted Redstarts 
RA of Sulphur-bellied Flycatchers 
RA of Strickland's Woodpeckers 
RA of Steller's Jays 
RA of Violet-green Swallows 
RA of White-b~asted Nuthatches 
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Dichotomous variable to describe if a canyon was used 
or not-used by trogons 
Categorical variable describing aspect as north (1), east 
(2), south (3), or west (4) 
Categorical variable describing whether a canyon had 
perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral water present 
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Table 3. Canyons in which radiotelemetry was conducted with 

elegant trogons, 1993-1995. 

Mountain Range 

Canyon 

Hua~huca Mountains 

Garden Canyon 

Huachuca Canyon 

Lyle Canyon 

Sawmill Canyon 

Scotia Canyon 

Second canyon north of Lyle 
Canyon (has no name) 

sunnyside Canyon 

Santa Rita Mountains 

Big Cas a Blanca Canyon 

Cave Creek Canyon 

Gardner Canyon 

Josephine Canyon 

Year 

1993 

1994 

1994 

1993 

1993 

1994 

1993 

1995 

1994 

1994 

1995 



Table 4. Riparian and upland vegetation types used in the 

compOSitional analyses of home range level habitat selection for 

elegant trogons in southeastern Arizona, 1993-1995. 

Location 

Riparian 

Upland 

Vegetation types 

juniper-oak 

juniper-sycamore 

oak-juniper 

oak-pine 

oak-sycamore 

pine-oak 

sycamore-juniper 

sycamore-oak 

juniper-oak 

juniper-pinyon 

oak-juniper 

oak-pine 

oak-pinyon 

pine-oak 

pinyon-juniper 

pinyon-oak 
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Table 5. Nest site variables used in the logistic regression analysis to determine their 

relationship to successful and unsuccessful elegant trogons nests, 1993-1995, southeastern 

Arizona. 

Variables 

Cavdir 

Cavht 

Treedbh 

Treevig 

Treeht 

Waterdist 

Perenn 

Nvegdist 

Nveght 

Svegdist 

Sveght 

Evegdist 

Eveght 

Wvegdist 

Wveght 

Explanation 

Direction (0) that cavity faces 

Height (m) of cavity above ground 

Diameter at breast height of nest tree 

Categorical variable describing vigor of tree in 5 stages 

Height of nest tree (m) 

Distance of nest tree from above-ground water 

Categorical variable describing whether the canyon with 
nest tree had perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral 
waterflow 

Distance (m) from nest to vegetation north of nest 

Height (m) of vegetation north of nest 

Distance (m) from nest to vegetation south of nest 

Height (m) of vegetation south of nest 

Distance (m) from nest to vegetation east of nest 

Height (m) of vegetation east of nest 

Distance (m) from nest to vegetation west of nest 

Height (m) of vegemtion west of nest 
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Table 6. Variables used in the analyses of activity budgets of 

male and female elegant trogons to describe their selection of 

habitat at the microsite level, southeastern Arizona, L993-L995. 

Category 

Variables 

Activity types 

Agressive display 

Active perching 

Calling 

Courtship display 

Eating 

Fly-gleaning 

Foraging 

Resting perching 

Explanation 

One trogon attacking/calling 
at another trogon, or an 
observer 

Perching that involves some 
calling and looking around 

Constant calling series 

Includes nest advertisement by 
male, and frequent calling 
between male and female 

Actual chewing and swallowing 
of prey, and including bill
wiping 

Flying off a perch to pick a 
prey item from among the 
leaves or off the bark, then 
returning to another (or the 
same perch) 

All other maneuvers used to 
get and handle prey, except 
searching for prey 

Quiet perching, usually 
sleeping 



Table 6. Continued. 

Category 

Variables 

Preening 

Searching 
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Explanation 

Cleaning and smoothing the 
feathers 

Obvious searching of branches, 
leaves, or the air for prey 
items 



Table 7. Relative abundance indices (RA1s) and estimated total numbers of individual and paired adult elegant trogons. 1993-1995. in Pima, Cochise. and Santa Cruz 

counties. Arizona. RAIs are defmed as: [total no. individual trogons per canyon. per scasonJ/[(total no. survey points per canyon)-(total no. surveys per season»-100. 

RAI units are therefore the average number of individuals per canyon per season. 

Mountain 
Range Canyon 

Atascosas 

California Gulch 

Sycamore Canyon 

Cbiricahuas 

Bear Canyon 

Bonita Canyon 

Cave Creek 

East Turkey Ck 

E. Whitetail Cyn 

Fife Canyon 

Herb Martyr Ck 

Ioh" Long Cyn 

N. Fork Cave Ck 

N. FIe Rucker Cyn 

Pinery Canyon 

Rhyolite 

RAJ 

-' 

o 

o 

43.8 

o 

7.9 

o 

o 

o 

o 

1993 
No. Individuals No. Pairs 

1994 1995 
RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAJ No. Individuals No. Pairs 

o o o o 

30.0 6 2 20.0 

o o o 

o o o 

13.8 2 

o o o 

6.3 o 

15.4 3 

o o o 

o o o 

o 

o o o 

I-' 
N 
I-' 



Table 7. Continued. 

Mounlain 1993 1994 1995 
Range Canyon RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs 

Chiracahuas, conl'd 

Rucker Canyon 0 0 0 

Rustler Park 4.8 

S. Fork Cave Ck 24.4 26.3 7 3 

Witch Creek 0 

W. Turkey Creek 0 7.1 

W. Whitelail Cyn 0 

Huachucas 

Ash Canyon 0 6.3' 0 

BJacklail Canyon 5.9 17.4 3 

BrushylKom 3.8 7.3< 4 

Carr Canyon (lower) 0 0 0 0 2 

Carr Canyon (upper) 0 

Cave/Oversite cyn 20.0 6 3 

Copper/Oak Spring 0 0 0 0 

Garden Canyon 4.7 8 2 11.9 9 4 15.8 

Huachuca Canyon 20.7 5 2 40.6 8 3 43.8 

Lone MtnlBcar . 0 16.7 3 30.0 7 

...... 
N 
N 



Table 7. Continued. 

Mountain 1993 1994 1995 
Range Canyon RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI No. ~dividuals No. Pairs 

Huachucas. confd 

Lutz Canyon 3.4 

Lyle Canyon 36.4 6 2 31.3 11 3 21.9 

McClure Canyon 19.0 3 8.0 2 0 

Merria Canyon 13.3 2 

Miller Canyon 0 0 0 0 0 

Parker (lower) 0 0 0 

Parker (upper) 7.7 2 

Ramsey Canyon 4.8 5.0 3 4.2 3 

Sawmill Canyon 16.7 2 I· 13.6 2 13.6 

Scolia Canyon 28.0 5 2 33.3 10 4 4" 2 

SheelilC Canyon 0 0 0 0 

SUMyside Canyon 37.8 8 3 29.4 9 4 14.7 5 

Wakefield Mine 21.4 

Patagoniasr 

Corral Canyon 2.4 0 0 

Fmiey and Adams 0 

Red Rock Cyn 0 0 
..... 
N 
W 



Table 7. Conlinucd. 

Mounlain 122l 1994 129~ 
Range Canyon RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs. RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs 

Palagonias. eonl'd 

Sycamore Canyon 0 

Rineons' 

Ash Creek Cyn 0 0 

Paige Creek 0 0 

Sanla Catliinas 

Pima Canyon 0 0 0 

Sanla RitlS 

Agua CalienlC 0 

Big Casa Blanca 28.6 2 6 3 

Bog Springs 0 0 0 0 

Box Canyon 0 

Cave Creek Cyn 4.7 2 17.6 S 2 17.6 4 11 

DUlch John Spgs 0 

Enzenberg Cyn 0 

Florida Canyon 0 0 0 0 

Gardner Canyon 14.3 2 23.1 4 2 

Josephine Canyon 30.0 8 3 2 ..... 
N 
~ 



Table 7. Continued. 

Mountain 1293 1994 1995 
Range Canyon RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI No. Individuals No. Pairs RAI . No. Individuals No. Pairs 

Santa Rit:ls, cont'd 

Madera Canyon: • 

W. Fk, Madera Ck 17.9 2 8.3 3 4.2 3 

E. Fk, Madera Ck 20.7 2 0 14.3 2 

Monlosa Canyon 0 

W. Sawmill Canyon 0 

Temporal Canyon 3.4 0 6.7 2 0 

Walker Canyon 7.1 0 0 0 

• Dashes indicate that we did not conduct surveys in this canyon for the given year, so no information was available on elegant !rogon RAIs; and,. since no individual or 

paired !rogons were therefore counted, the missing numbers are indicated with blank columns. 

• Ash and Lutz canyons were surveyed together in 1994, for 1 total RAJ and estimates of individual and paired trogons. 

C Brushy Canyon was surveyed alone in 1993, but Brushy and Korn canyons were surveyed together in 1994, for 1 total RAJ and estimates of individual and paired 

uogons. 

• Only 2 uogons (1 male, 1 female) were in canyon for majority of summer, although a second pair, with possibly the same female and a new male, st:lned a second nest 

on 12 July (which fledged young on 20 August (993). 

• We estimated at least 4 adult individuals in Scotia Canyon in 1995; there may have been more, because we only conducted informal surveys in the canyon. ..... 
N 
IJ1 



Table 7. Continued. 

r In the Patagonia and Rincon mountains we did not use trogon territorial playback tapes during counts. 

I We estimated at least 1 pair in Cave Creek Canyon in 1995; there may have been more, because we only conducted informal surveys that year. 

b Madera Canyon: W. Fork Madera Creek = wJosephine Forkw; E. Fork = wSuper Trail Forkw (see '1993 and 1994 reports). 

...... 
N 

'" 



Table 8. Multiple regression equations (Y = ~ + SIXI + ~Xl + ... 6aAJ from Level 2 analyses of the relative abundances 

of elegant trogons versus IS-51 independent variables. Explanation of variable codes given in Table 2. 

Test description 
Equation 

Adjusted 
Rl 

I. Used and not-used canyons combined; vegetation, topography, and bird variables combined 

-O.04(constant)+0.19(SR)+0.13(JR) +O.IS(pR) + 0.22(JU)-O.90(CR)-O.23 (DU) 
+0. 16(STWO) +0.33{YE) 

II. Used canyons only; vegetation, topography, and bird variables combined 

0.53 

+3.11(constant)+0.50(JU)+0.54{YE)+2.53(SE)+0.14(SR)-lS.70(BE)-2.74(ME) 0.62 

m. Used and not-used canyons combined; vegetation and topography variables only 

+7. 19(constant) +0.79(YR) +0. l4(SR) +0. 1 1 (JU)-O.20(TU)-O.09(OR)-O.22(DU) 0.39 

IV. Used canyons only; vegetation and topography variables only 

+3. 18(constant)+0.50(JU) +0.53(YE)+2.S3(SE) +0. 14(SR)-18.71(BE)-2.7 4(ME) 0.64 

~ 

< 0.001 

< 0.001 

< 0.001 

< 0.001 

df 

6S 

45 

100 

47 ..... 
N 
"-l 



Table 8. Continued. 

Test description 
Equation 

v. Used and not-used canyons Combined; bird variables only 

+ 2. 65(constant) +0. 13(DCFL) +0.21 (SBFL) 

VI. Used canyons only; bird variables only 

+ 13. 88(constant) +0. 19(BHCO) 

Adjusted 
R2 

0.16 

0.06 

f 

0.001 

0.054 

df 

70 

46 

..... 
N 
<Xl 
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Table 9. Coefficients and classification results from three logistic regression analyses of the 

use of a canyon by elegant trogons versus 18-54 independent variables. Variable codes are 

explained in Table 2. 

Test description 

Discriminating 
variable Coefficient 

Classification Model 
Group % correct Xl ~ 

I. Vegetation, topography, and bird variables combined (46 used, 23 not used canyons) 

DU 
MU 
AR 
OR 
PR 
CYPR 
ENDELEVA 
constant 

- 30.66 
- 32.37 
- 26.41 
- 17.93 
- 19.38 
- 23.16 
+ 0.39 

-1127.73 

Used canyon 
Not used canyon 

100 
100 

II. Vegetation and topography variables only (48 used, 24 not used canyons) 

TU 
DU 
LR 
SR 
OE 
AVGASP.l 
AVGASP 2 
AVGASP 3 
constant 

- 10.61 
- 12.57 
+ 4.46 
+ 8.73 
- 1.97 

+101.60 
+ 12.46 
- 94.21 

+ 74.86 

Used canyon 
Not used canyon 

ill. Bird variables only (47 used, 24 not used canyons) 

LBWO 
SBFL 
STJA 
constant 

- 0.62 
+ 0.08 
- 0.05 
+ 0.99 

Used canyon 
Not used canyon 

100 
100 

94 
46 

87.8 <0.01 

91.7 <0.01 

25.5 <0.01 
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Table 10. Average home range areas (ha) and distances moved 

(m) between relocation sites for advertisement, incubation, nestling 

attendance, and fledgling attendance periods separately, and all periods 

combined, for 13 radio-tagged elegant trogons followed in 1993, 1994, and 

1995. Values calculated by the adaptive kernel estimator on program 

CALHOME. For the 1994 summaries, the average home range size and distance 

moved of 2 non-breeding (floating) males were calculated and analyzed 

separately. 

Year 

Period No. trogons 

1993 

All periods 5 

Advertisement 5 

Incubation 4 

Nestling 
attendance 3 

Fledgling 3 
attendance 

Sub-sample of 
all data, for 
all periods 

1994 

All periods; 
breeding males 

5 

3 

X area Cha) 
(SD) 

205 
(7l.3) 

135 
(106.0) 

74 
(42.5) 

148 
(151.1) 

83 
(81.5) 

164 
(66.0) 

76 
(15.9) 

& distance moved "Ckm) 
(SD) 

6.83 
(14.40) 

0.33 
(0.10 ) 

0.32 
(0.09) 

0.41 
(0.19 ) 

0.22 
(0.12) 

0.40 
(0.09 ) 

0.39 
(0.08) 
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Table 10. Continued. 

Year 

Period No. trogons X area (ha) X distance moved Oem) 
(SO) (SO) 

1994, continued 

All periods; 
floating males 2 1197 0.94 

(1031.6) (0.07) 

Advertisement 4 42 0.29 
(32.1) (0.08) 

Incubation 3 54 0.44 
(32.6) (0.15) 

Nestling 
attendance 0 

Fledgling 
attendance 0 

Sub-sample of 
all data, for 
all periods; 
breeding males 3 82 27.75 * 

(23.6) (47.39) 

Sub-sample of 
all data, for 
all periods; 
floating males 2 1188 0.89 

(1064.3) (0.17) 

1995 

All periods 2 87 0.34 
(34.5) (0.04 ) 

Advertisement 0 

Incubation 1 126 0.35 
(0.0) (0.0) 

Nestling 
attendance 0 
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Table 10. Continued. 

Year 

Period No. trogons X area (ha) X distance moved (km) 
(SD) (SD) 

1995, continued 

Fledgling 
at:tendance 1 19 0.18 

(0.0) (0.0) 

Sub-sample of 
all data, for 
all periods 2 91 41.56 ... 

(40.2) (58.25) 

"." • large distance moved in 1994 was due to one male in Huachuca Canyon 

whose average dist:ance between locations was 82.5 km for the sub-sampled 

data, but: only 351 m for all data (n • 46 total fixes) combined. The large 

distance in 1995 was due to one male in Big Casa Blanca Canyon whose average 

distance bewteen locations was 82.7 km for the sub-sampled data, but only 

315 m for all data (n • 64 fixes) combined. 
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Table 11. Significant ~ ~ 0.01) !-test comparisons of intra-canyon riparian use versus 

abundance data for each radio-tagged elegant trogon for 61 vegetation variables measured at 

relocation sites in each canyon. in 1993-1995. Shrub tallies are not included in this table. 

Final G-test E-values in this table are from a log-likelihood goodness-of-fit test of the 

frequencies in the three use/abundance categories here. Codes for variables explained in 

Appendix 3; only those variables for which the total number of cases was > 2 were included 

in this table. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Point-intercept 

JDPI 

JMPI 

LLPI 

PCPI 

PWPI 

QAPI 

QEPI 

QHPI 

QZPI 

RTPI 

VAPI 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance G-te5t 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons E A 

3' 0 4 >0.75 

0 0 2 8 

6 0 1 <0.05* 

1 0 6 <0.05 

2 0 4 >0.25 

1 1 4 >0.10 

0 0 5 

1 0 5 >0.05 

0 1 6 <0.05 

1 0 6 <0.05 

0 0 3 
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Table 11. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use > abundance Abundance > use Use - abundance G-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons E 

Point-intercept, continued 

TOTCOV 

Tree measurements 

FSHT 

FSDBH 

FSVIG 

DTHT 

DTDBH 

DTDBHTOT 

10HT 

10DBH 

10VIG 

1ODBHTOT 

JMHT 

JMDBH 

JMVIG 

4 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

1 

0 

1 

2 

3 

0 

1 

1 

o 3 >0.75 

0 3 

0 3 

0 3 

1 4 >0.25 

1 6 <0.05 

0 6 <0.05 

0 7 

1 5 >0.05 

1 4 >0.25 

0 4 >0.75 

0 3 

0 2 >0.75 

0 2 >0.75 
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Table 11. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance G-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons f 

Tree measurements t continued 

JMDBHTOT 0 0 3 

PCHT 1 1 4 >0.10 

PCDBH 0 0 6 

PCVIG 1 1 4 >0.10 

PCDBHTOT 0 0 6 

PEHT 0 0 3 

PEDBH 1 0 2 >0.75 

PEVIG 0 0 3 

PEDBHTOT 0 0 3 

PWHT 1 1 4 >0.10 

PWDBH 2 0 4 >0.25 

PWVIG 1 0 5 >0.05 

PWDBHTOT 2 0 4 >0.25 

QAHT 0 0 6 

QADBH 1 0 5 >0.05 

QAVIG 1 0 5 >0.05 

QADBHTOT 2 0 4 >0.25 
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Table 11. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use - abundance G-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons e 

Tree measurements, continued 

QEHT 0 0 6 

QEDBH 0 0 6 

QEVIG 0 1 5 >0.05 

QEDBHTOT 1 0 5 >0.05 

QHHT 0 2 4 >0.25 

QHDBH 0 1 5 >0.05 

QHVIG 3 0 3 1.00 

QHDBHTOT 0 0 6 

QZHT 1 0 6 <0.05 

QZDBH 1 0 6 <0.05 

QZVIG 1 0 5 >0.05 

QZDBHTOT 3 1 3 >0.10 

DBHITOT 0 0 7 

DBH2TOT 2 1 4 >0.25 

DBH3TOT 1 0 6 <0.05 

DBH4TOT 1 0 6 <0.05 

DBH5TOT 1 0 5 >0.05 
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Table 11. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance Q-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons E 

Tree measurements, continued 

DBH6TOT 

TREETOT 

o 

2 

1 

o 

5 

5 

>0.05 

>0.25 

A E-value with "*" indicates that use was significantly greater than abundance; otherwise. 

the "use = abundance" cell had significantly more comparisons than other cell(s). 

B Space indicates no E-value for test because all comparisons were in 1 cell (Le., use = 

abundance in all cases). 
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Table 12. Significant (f ~ 0.01) i-test comparisons of imra-canyon upland use versus 

abundance data for each radio-tagged elegant trogon for 52 vegetation variables measured at 

relocation sites in each canyon, in 1993-1995. Shrub tallies are not included in this table. 

Final G-test f-values in this table are from a log-likelihood goodness-of-fit test of the 

frequencies in the three use/abundance categories here. Codes for variables explained in 

Appendix 3; only those variables for which the total number of cases was >2 were included 

here. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Point-intercept 

GWPI 

JDPI 

LLPI 

PCPI 

PEPI 

PLPI 

QAPI 

QEPI 

QHPI 

QZPI 

RTPI 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance G-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons fA 

0 0 3 B 

0 0 9 

2 0 6 >0.10 

0 0 10 

0 0 6 

0 0 6 

0 0 8 

0 0 11 

0 0 8 

1 0 7 <0.05 

2 0 4 >0.25 
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Table 12. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance Q-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons f 

Point-intercept, continued 

YUPI 

TOTCOV 

Tree measurements 

AAHT 

DTHT 

DTDBH 

DTDBHTOT 

JDHT 

JDDBH 

JDVIG 

JDDBHTOT 

PCHT 

PCDBH 

PCVIG 

PCDBHTOT 

PEHT 

o 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 

o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

5 

3 

4 

4 

4 

6 

7 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

3 

>0.25 

<0.05 

<0.05 

<0.05 

<0.05 
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Table 12. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance G-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons f 

Tree measurements, continued 

PEDBH 0 0 3 

PEDBHTOT 0 0 3 

PLHT 0 0 3 

PLDBH 0 0 3 

PLDBHTOT 0 0 3 

QAHT 1 0 5 >0.05 

QADBH 0 0 6 

QAVIG 1 0 5 >0.05 

QADBHTOT 3 0 3 1.00 

QEHT 1 0 5 >0.05 

QEDBH 1 0 5 >0.05 

QEVIG 0 0 6 

QEDBHTOT 1 0 5 >0.05 

QHHT 0 0 5 

QHDBH 0 0 5 

QHVIG 2 0 3 >0.75 

QHDBHTOT 0 0 5 
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Table 12. Continued. 

Measurement 

Variable 

Use> abundance Abundance> use Use = abundance G-test 

No. comparisons No. comparisons No. comparisons E 

Tree measurements, continued 

QZHT 0 0 5 

QZDBH 0 0 5 

QZVIG 3 0 2 >0.75 

QZDBHTOT 1 0 4 >0.10 

DBHITOT 3 0 4 >0.75 

DBH2TOT 2 0 5 >0.25 

DBH3TOT 0 0 7 

DBH4TOT 0 0 4 

TREETOT 6 0 1 <0.05* 

A Log-likelihood goodness-of-fit tests. E-value with "*" indicates that use was significantly 

greater than abundance; otherwise, the "use = abundance" cell had significantly 

more comparisons than other cell(s). 

B Space indicates no E-value for test because all comparisons were in 1 cell (i.e., use = 

abundance in all cases). 



Table 13. Average slope (%), slope position (index)', aDd canyon distance (m) of relocation sites of 12 male radio-tagged elegant trogons, 

1993-1995, in the Huachuca (He) and Santa Rita (SR) mountains, Arizona. 

Year Canyon(s) Total no. SIQ~ SIQ~ ~~iliQD CanYQD distanc_c 
used (range) fIXes X (SO) X (SO) I (SO) 

1993 

Sawmilll 

Garden (HC) 53 12 (4.7) 0.8 (0.35) 140 (20.0) 

Sunnyside (HC) 113 16 (9.7) 0.3 (0.32) 152 (227.2) 

Garden (He) 165 16 (7.2) 0.4 (0.33) 252 (154.4) 

Scotia (HC) 203 22 (10.1) 0.4 (0.34) 375 (285.2) 

Sunnyside 110 11 (11.6) 0.3 (0.36) 267 (307.4) 

1994 

Gardner (SR) 43 16 (14.1) 0.1 (0.11) 41 (77.3) 

Lyle/Unnamed canyon north 

of Lyle (HC) 43 11 (10.3) 0.2 (0.28) 38 (67.2) 

I-' 

~ 

N 



Table 13. Continued. 

Year 

1994, continued. 

1995 

Canyon(s) 
used (range) 

Lyle (HC) 

Huachuca (He) 

Cave Creek (SR) 

Big Casa Blanca 
(SR) 

Josephine (SR) 

Total DO. 

fixes 

SS 

46 

SO 

64 

22 

Sl~ SIQZ~ili2D CanvoD !limnce 
I (SD) X (SD) i' (SD) 

13 (11.9) 0.2 (0.30) 97 (211.3) 

16 (9.2) 0.03 (0.06) 41 (109.9) 

IS (14.4) 0.1 (0.20) 33 (52.3) 

13 (10.3) 0.2 (0.21) 121 (1S3.3) 

14 (8.6) 0.1 (0.09) 32 (5S.2) 

• Slope position index: 0.0 - boaom of hill, either on flat or in ravine; 1.0 - top of bill; values in between represent percentage increases up 
bill, e.g., 0.5 OK 50% up on bill. 

..... 
~ 
w 



Table 14. Frequencies of tree species used among 58 nest attempts by elegant trogons, by the fInal outcome of the nests. 

Successful Nests Unsuccessful Nests Other Outcomes 

Tree Species Nestlings & Fledglings Investigated & Abandoned Adults Died & Unknown Fates 

Sycamore 27 13 2 

Oak spp. 4 1 1 

Willow 1 1 0 

Other spp. (cottonwood, 0 2 1 
pine, walnut) 

Total: 32 17 4 

..... 
+:
+:-
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Table 15. Average calling rates (no. calls/h) and suspected causes of calls during incubation, brooding, and 

feeding for male and female elegant trogons in southeastern Arizona, 1993 and 1994. Data were compared 

between males and females and years by Mann-Whitney ll-tests.1 

1993 1994 

Sex Incubation Brooding Feeding Incubation Brooding Feeding 

Disturbed at nest 

Male 3.± 13.4 O.4.±. 0.6 3.± 7.3 5.± 17.4 0.6.±. 1.5 5.± 8.0 

Female 1.± 4.6 -~ 3 .±. 17.7 5 .± 21.3 0.2.± 0.6 4.± 10.2 

New trogon 

Male 4.± 19.1 3.± 11.0 0.7 ±2.7 3.± 15.1 

Female I.±. 0.8 I.±. 6.0 

Switch 

Male 2.± 4.9 3.± 2.8 0.6.±. 1.5A3 1 ± 2.4 0.3.±. 0.5 0.2.± 0.9A 

Female 1 ± 1.5 2 ± LIB 0.5 ± 1.2 1 ± 2.5 0.4 ± O.SB 

Unknown cause 

Male 8 ± 16.6 3 ± 2.6 4 ± 9.0 1 ± 1.8 1 ± 3.4 1 + 3.9 

Female 1 ± 4.5 1 ± 2.1 2± 6.6 0.3 ± 1.4 1 ± 2.5 0.2 ± 0.6 

I2I!l 

Male 17 ± 30.IC 7 ± 4.9D 11 ± 18.2E 8 ± 17.6F 12 ± 19.1G 9 ± 19.2H 

Female 4± 7.0C 3 .±. 3.2D 7 ± 19.5E 7 ±21.0F 3± 3.8G 4 ± 10.2H 
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Table 15. Continued. 

I Causes of calls: Disturbed at nest = trogon's call was in reaction to disturbance near nest; New trogon = 

call in response to a trogon that was not of the nesting pair; Switch = a call signaling a change in incubating, 

brooding, or nestling feeding duties; Unknown cause = the cause of the call was uncertain. 

1 Dash indicates no trogon calls recorded in response to the disturbance type during this phase of the nesting 

cycle. 

3 Letters that are similar indicate significant differences (Mann-Whitney y, fs < O.OS) between yearly means 

(letters A & B), and male and female means (letters CoH)o 



Table 16. Numbers of canyons with and without elegant trogons, and total number of individual trogons found from surveys in 

1993-1995, southeastern Arizona. 

Mountain Range 

Huachucas 

Santa Ritas 

Chiricahuas 

All Others (4) 

Overall: 

No. canyons 
with trogons 

16 

7 

5 

2 

30 

No. canyons 
without trogons 

6 

8 

13 

6 

33 

Total 
no. trogons 

68 

23 

14 

7 

112 

Total no. 
count points 

312 

224 

200 

134 

870 

I-' 
~ .... 
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Table 17. Frequencies of disturbance to elegant trogons. 1993-1995. 

Irogon Remonse Categories 
Disturbance Type 1+2(1ow) 3+4(high) 

Other elegant trogons 1 28 ... 

Squirrels 20 32 ... 

Humans 176 65 

Vehicles 122 18 

Jays and woodpeckers 48 12 

Other disturbances 92 20 

" ... " indicates a significant difference between the fU'St 2 disturbance types (Q-test f < 
0.001). 
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Table 18. Average numbers of individual elegant rrogons in 4 mountain ranges in 

southeastern Arizona, from Taylor's 1977-1982 estimates (TAYLOR) and our 1993-1995 

estimates (CURRENT). 

Mountain range 

Canyon 

Totals 

Atascosa Mountains 

Sycamore Canyon 

Chiricahwi Mountains 

TAYLOR estimates 

'X (SD) 

9 (2.4) 

Cave Creek Canyon 

South fork, Cave Creek 

7 (2.8) 

15 (2.5) 

Huachuca Mountains 

Blacktail Canyon 0.3 (0.5) 

Carr Canyon 0.2 (0.4) 

Copper Canyon 0.5 (0.8) 

Garden Canyon 3 (1.8) 

Huachuca Canyon 3 (1.6) 

Lyle C~yon 1 (1.2) 

Miller Canyon 0(0.0) 

CURRENT estimates 

X (SD) 

6 (0.0) 

2 (0.0) 

7 (0.0) 

2 (1.4) 

0.7 (1.2) 

0(0.0) 

9 (0.7) 

7 (2.1) 

9 (3.5) 

0(0.0) 



Table 18. Continued. 

Mountain range TAYLOR estimates 

Canyon 

Totals 

Huachuca Mountains, continued 

Ramsey Canyon 

Sawmill Canyon 

Scotia Canyon 

Sunnyside Canyon 

Santa Rita Mountains 

Totals: 

Cave Creek Canyon 

Gardner Canyon 

Josephine Canyon 

Madera Canyon 

Atascosas 

Chiricahuas 

Huachucas 

Santa Ritas 

All canyons ill = 18): 

X (SD) 

0.8 (1.0) 

1 (1.1) 

3 (1.1) 

7 (1.3) 

2 (0.9) 

1 (1.1) 

3 (0.4) 

10 (3.2) 

9.2 (SE = 0.0) 

11.0 (SE = 5.23) 

1.8 (SE = 2.14) 

4.1 (SE = 4.10) 

66.8 (SE = 4.24) 
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CURRENT estimates 

X (SD) 

3 (0.0) 

2 (0.0) 

6 (3.2) 

7 (2.1) 

4 (1.5) 

3 (1.4) 

5 (4.2) 

5 (0.7) 

6.0 (SE = 0.0) 

4.5 (SE = 3.54) 

4.1 (SE = 3.39) 

4.1 (SE = 0.88) 

76.0 (SE = 2.80) 
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Figure 1. Example of arrangement of mist nets across a 
flyway (i.e., canyon, draw) to catch elegant trogons. 
Observers in camouflage are delineated by triangles; 
triangle with rays is an observer broadcasting male trogon 
calls; the dark diamond is a wooden male trogon decoy tied 
in a tree. 
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Example of the adaptive kernel home range 
trogon number 49 (breeding male), followed in 
Huachuca Mountains, 1993. Note that the sot 
contains the nest area relocation points. 
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riparian zone in the canyon. 
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Figure 4. Example of the adaptive kernel home range 
estimation for trogon number 575 (breeding male), followed 
in Big Cas a Blanca canyon, Santa Rita Mountains, 1995. Note 
that the two clusters of relocation points constituting the 
50t kernel contour are the two nests (one successful, one 
with· an unknown final status) that this male tended. 
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Figure 5. Average no. times/h (+ 1 SO) that male and 
female trogons incubated, brooded, and fed nestlings in 1993 
and 1994. Letters indicate significantly different means 
(all ~-values S 0.05): A. 1993 males> 1994 males; B • 
1994 females > 1994 males; C • 1993 males > 1993 females; D 
• 1993 males > 1994 males; B • 1994 females > 1993 females; 
F • 1994 males> 1993 males. 
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Appendix 1. Expanded historical infonnation for the elegant trogon cr. elegans) in 

Arizona. 

The first elegant trogon found in Arizona was in the Huachuca Mountains in 

1885 (Bent 1940, Brandt 1951:212); the first trogon sighted in the more northern 

Santa Rita Mountains was in 1918 (observed by Howell, in Bailey 1923:21). 

Whereas some authorities think that trogons may have therefore just colonized these 

ranges (Monson and Phillips 1981; R. Taylor, pers. commun., 1992), it is possible 

that early ornithologists missed seeing trogons because they are very elusive (Allen 

1944, Brandt 1951:337-349). Regardless, ever since their discovery, elegant trogons 

have occurred only rarely in the southeast Arizona mountains; e.g., only 1-2 pairs 

observed per mile of transect through riparian vegetation in the Chiricahua, 

Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains in the 1950s (Marshall 1957:46). However, 

elegant trogon numbers may fluctuate yearly (Brandt 1951:347, Taylor 1979). 

In the 1930s, when numbers of trogons seemed to be especially small for 

several years, a few ornithologists became concerned that trogon egg and skin 

collecting--as well as other impacts caused by overzealous birdwatchers--were having 

negative effects on trogons in Arizona (Brandt 1951:219). Thus, because the trogon 

was relatively rare anyway, and also was extremely attractive to birdwatchers 

(Pearson et aI. 1936:131-132, Brandt 1951:658), ornithologists petitioned the Arizona 

Game and Fish Commission (AG&F) to put the trogon on its "restricted list", 

whereby no birds could be collected for any purpose (Brandt 1951:219). 



Appendix 1. Continued. 

Consequently, the elegant trogon was "listed" in about 1940; it has remained on the 

list ever since, and is now identified as a "Candidate Species" on the Threatened 

Native Wildlife in Arizona list (AG&F 1988) (i.e., threats to its populations are 

suspected). 
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Some surveys suggested that Arizona elegant trogon numbers increased 

following the AG&F listing (Brandt 1951:347, Lane 1974:70), but other data 

indicated that their population numbers still fluctuated yearly and that the birds were 

still rare (Marshall 1957:55). Taylor (1978) suggested several factors that may have 

contributed to small and variable trogon numbers after 1940, including a severe 

drought in the 1950s; no systematic censuses of trogons in spring, when they are best 

counted; nest disturbances by photographers; and general disturbances by wood

cutters, road workers, etc. 

Staning in the late 1970s, the Chiricahua, Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains 

began getting many bird watching visitors during spring because of the variety of 

neotropical migrant birds that breed in these mountains. Currently, the number of 

birdwatchers is in the tens of thousands every summer, in the major drainages where 

trogons occur (L. Hall, pers. obs.). The elegant trogon was the specific draw for 

many of these birdwatchers, some of whom who had traveled from out of the country 

to observe the bird. Monson (1974) stated that the trogon was "undoubtedly the most 

sought-after bird in Arizona". Thus, by the mid- to late 1970s, the bird had become 
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Appendix 1. Continued. 

an important socio-economic force in the state, and as a result, a few private citizens 

and agencies (e.g., USFS, AG&F) again became concerned that there was some 

potential for negative impacts on trogon populations from increased human use of the 

mountain ranges. Consequently, in 1977, R. Taylor (then an employee of the USFS) 

began a study to quantify the abundance and distribution of elegant trogons in 

Arizona, their general reproductive productivities, their nest site and foraging site 

use, and any threats to them. His study continued through 1983. Although his work 

has not been published, his reports are used by USFS and AG&F as baseline data for 

trogons in Arizona. 

Taylor found that overall numbers of elegant trogons in the Chiricahua, 

Huachuca, and Santa Rita mountains increased from 1978 to 1982 and that in 1983 

and 1984 there were more birds present in Cave Creek Canyon in the Chiricahua 

Mountains than he had counted in any other year (Taylor, unpubl. report for the 

USFS, 1983; pers. conunun., 1992). From 1984 to 1990 there were no formal 

surveys conducted for trogons in any of the mountain ranges, but Taylor thinks that 

their numbers generally declined in Cave Creek during that time (pers. commun., 

1992). In 1990, G. Helbing (District Wildlife Biologist, Coronado National Forest, 

in Douglas, Ariz.), and R. Taylor began a "Trogon Day" census in Cave Creek to 

obtain an index of trogon abundance in the Chiricahuas (G. Helbing, pers. commun., 

1992). Overall numbers during the breeding seasons of 1990-1992 were small 



Appendix 1. Continued. 

relative to numbers observed in the early 19805 (R. Taylor. pers. commun., 1992). 

However, because no sysrcmatic counts were conducted elsewhere in the Chiricahuas, 

nor in the Huachuca or Sarua Rita mountains, one could not use lhc:se data to 

determine the current population size and distribution of UO!ons in Arizona. 

Taylor (1979) identified several factors that could negalively impact Arizonan 

elegant uogons in the future. including conlinued development of recrealion sites; the 

use of photography in conjuDction with bird watching; road maintenance conducted 

with heavy equipment; and camping and biJdng in areas where uogons DCSL Bcc:ause 

elegant uogons may nest most commonJy in riparian vegetation in drainages (Taylor 

lm-1983). and because many USFS crails. campgrounds. and picnic grOunds are . 
situated along sueam courses. people can potentially disturb the vegetation ncar DCSt 

sites. and the reproductive efforts of the birds (Brandt 1951:347. Lane 1974:70. 

AG&F 1988; Taylor 1979). Consequendy. Taylor suggested that srcps to conserve 

the Irogon should include: (1) the prolcclion of one canyon in each mountain range 

where uogons occur in the grearcst numbers (I.e .• the South Fork of Cave Creek 

Canyon in the Chiric:ahuas; SUMyside Canyon in the Huachucas; and Madera Canyon 

in the Santa Riw); (2) the designation of South Fork as a National Zoological Area; 

(3) the resuiction of vehicle usc in SUMyside Canyon; (4) dispersed camping 

rcsuictions in Madera Canyon; and (5) bans on the use of tape recorders playing 
r 

lrogon calls, on photography equipmenl next to nests, and on people approaching nest 

siles. Subsequent to Taylor's recommendations, the USFS implemented conservation 

steps 2 and 3 (and slep 5 to a certain extenl in South Fork, Cave Creek) (R. Taylor, 

pers. commun., 1992; R. Smith. Forest Biologist. Coronado National Forest. pers. 

commun., 1992). 
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Appendix 2. Number of points per canyon among the seven mountain ranges 

surveyed for elegant trogons in Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz counties, Arizona, 

1993-1995. 

Mountain 

Canyon 

Atascosas 

California Gulch 

Sycamore Canyon 

Chiricahuas 

Bear Canyon 

Bonita Canyon 

Cave Creek 

East Turkey Ck 

E. Whitetail Cyn 

Fife Canyon 

Herb Manyr Ck 

John Long Cyn 

N. Fork Cave Ck 

N. Fk Rucker Cyn 

No. Points 

15 

15-

14 

12 

11 

14 

18 

10 

9 

12 

6 

14 
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Appendix 2. Continued. 

Mountain 

Canyon 

Chiricahuas, cont'd 

Pinery Canyon 

Rhyolite 

Rucker Canyon (main) 

Rustler Park 

S. Fork Cave Ck 

Witch Creek 

W. Turkey Creek 

W. Whitetail Cyn 

Huachucas 

Ash Canyon 

Blacktail Canyon 

Brushy/Kom 

Carr Canyon (lower) 

Carr Canyon (upper) 

Cave/Oversite cyn 

Copper/Oak Spring 

162 

No. Points 

13 

15 

5 

11 

21 

4 

19 

11 

19 

14 

27 

14 

11 

15 

5 



Appendix 2. Continued. 

Mountain 

Canyon 

Huachucas, cont'd 

Garden Canyon 

Huachuca Canyon 

Lone MtnlBear 

Lutz Canyon 

Lyle Canyon 

McClure Canyon 

Merritt Canyon 

Miller Canyon 

Parker (lower) 

Parker (upper) 

Ramsey Canyon 

Sawmill Canyon 

Scotia Canyon 

Sheelite Canyon 

Sunnyside Canyon 

Wakefield Mine 

163 

No. Points 

21 

16 

11 

14 

16 

12 

IS 

13 

15 

13 

11 

11 

15 

17 

18 

14 



Appendix 2. Continued. 

Mountain 

Canyon 

Patagonias 

Corral Canyon 

Finley and Adams 

Red Rock eyn 

Sycamore Canyon 

Rincons 

Ash Creek Cyn 

Paige Creek 

Santa Catalinas 

Pima Canyon 

Santa Ritas 

Agua Caliente 

Big Casa Blanca 

Bog Springs 

Box Canyon 

Cave Creek Cyn 

Dutch John Spgs 

164 

No. Points 

14 

15 

14 

15 

15 

15 

16 

17 

7 

8 

12 

19 

6 
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Mountain 

Canyon 

Santa Ritas, cont'd 

Enzenberg Cyn 

Florida Canyon 

Gardner Canyon 

Josephine Canyon 

Madera Canyon: 

W. Fk, Madera Ck 

E. Fk, Madera Ck 

Montosa Canyon 

W. Sawmill Canyon 

Temporal Canyon 

Walker Canyon 

165 

No. Points 

16 

11 

15 

20 

13 

14 

15 

16 

22 

13 
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Appendix 3. List of 188 vegetation variables collected .at relocation sites of' 

trogons in the Huachuca and Santa Rita mountains, Arizona. These variables 

were tested between used and random sites to assess home range level habitat 

selection by elegant trogons in ,southeastern Arizona, 1993-1995. 

Measurement technique 
Measurement 

Variable code Description 

Point-intercept (total number variables • 35) 
Total cover by: 

AAPITOT 
APPITOT 
AVPITOT 
BSPITOT 
CBPITOT 

CFPITOT 
CTPITOT 
DTPITOT 
FCPITOT 
FVPITOT 
GRPITOT 
GWP I TOT 
JDPITOT 
JMPITOT 
LLPITOT 
PCPITOT 
PEPITOT 
PLPITOT 
PMPITOT 
PWPITOT 
QAPITOT 
QEPITOT 
QHPITOT 
QRPITOT 
QSPITOT 
QZPITOT 
ROPITOT 
RTPITOT 
SAPITOT 
SGPITOT 
TRPITOT 
UGPITOT 
VAPITOT 
YUPITOT 
TOTCOV 

madrone (Arbutus arizonica) 
manzanita (Arctostaphylos pungens) 
agave (~ spp.) 
seep-willow (Baccharis salicifolia) 
mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus 
betuloides) 
Fendler ceanothus (Ceanothus fendler!) 
cactus (Opuntia spp.) 
dead tree 
Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii) 
Velvet ash (Fraxinus velutina) 
grass (several grass species) 
silktassel (Garrya wrightii) 
alligator juniper (Juniperus deppeana) 
Arizona walnut (Juglans ~) 
leaf litter 
Mexican pinyon (~ cembroides) 
Apache pine (E. engelmannii) 
Chihuahua pine (E. leiophylla) 
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menzesii) 
Arizona sycamore (Platanus wrightii) 
Arizona white oak (Ouercus arizonica) 
emory oak (Q. emoryi) 
silver-leaf oak (Q. hypoleucoides) 
net-leaf oak (Q. rugosa) 
oak species 
oak hybrid (Q." arizonica x Q. rugosa) 
rock 
squawbush (~ aromatica) 
willow (~ spp.) 
Gooding's willow (~. qogddingii) 
poison ivy (Tgxicodendron radicans) 
sumac (Blu.la.'. chgriophylla) 
Arizona grape (~arizonica) 
yucca (~ spp.) 
total cover by all species, in 6 

height classes 
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Measurement technique 
Measurement 

Variable code 
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Description 

Tree measurements (total number tree variables. 103) 
Heights, diameters, numbers of: 

AAHT, AADBH, AAVIG 
AADBHTOT 

ARHT, ARDBH, ARVIG 

ARDBHTOT 

CBHT, CBDBH, CBVIG 

CBDBHTOT 

DTHT, DTDBH, DTVIG 

DTDBHTOT 

FCHT, FCDBH, FCVIG 

FCDBHTOT 

FVHT, FVDBH, FVVIG 
FVDBHTOT 

JDHT, JDDBH, JDVIG 

JDDBHTOT 

JMHT, JMDBH, .JMVIG 

JMDBHTOT 

PCHT, PCDBH, PCVIG 

PCDBHTOT 

PEHT, PEDBH, PEVIG 

PEDBHTOT 

PLHT, PLDBH, PLVIG 

PLDBHTOT 

height, dbh, vigor of tallest madrone 
total number of madrone trees across 
all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest maple 
(~ qranidentatum) 
total no. of maple trees across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest mountain 
mahogany 
total no. of mountain mahogany trees 
across all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest dead 
tree 
total no. of dead trees across all dbh 
categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest 
cottonwood tree 
total no. of cottonwood trees across 
all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest ash tree 
total no. of ash trees across all dbh 
categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest juniper 
tree 
total no. of juniper trees across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest walnut 
tree 
total no. of walnut trees across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest pinyon 
tree 
total no. of all pinyons across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest Apache 
pine tree 
total no. of Apache pines across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest 
Chihuahua pine 
total no. of all Chihuahua pines 
across all dbh categories 



Appendix 3. Continued. 

Measurement technique 
lofeasurement 

Variable code 

Tree measurements, continued 
Heights, diameters, numbers of: 

PMHT, PMDBH, PMVIG 

PMDBHTOT 

PPHT, PPDBH, PPVIG 

PPDBHTOT 

PSHT, PSSBH, PSVIG 

PSDBHTOT 

PVHT, PVDBH, PWIG 

PVDBHTOT 

PWHT, PWDBH, PWVIG 

PWDBHTOT 

OAHT, OADBH, OAVIG 

OADBHTOT 

OEHT, OEDBH, OEVIG 

OEDBHTOT 

OHHT, OHDBH, OHVIG 

OHDBHTOT 

ORHT, ORDBH, ORVIG 

ORDBHTOT 

OSHT, OSDBH, QSVIG 

QSDBHTOT 

OZHT, QZDBH, QZVIG 
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Description 

height, dbh, vigor of tallest Douglas
fir tree 
total no. of all Douglas-firs across 
all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest 
ponderosa pine 
total no. of ponderosa pines across 
all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest white 
pine (f. ayacahuite) 
total no. of white pines 
across all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest common 
chokecherry (Prunus virainianus) 
total no. of chokecherry trees across 
all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest sycamore 
tree 
total no. of sycamores across all dbh 
categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest Arizona 
white oak 
tocal no. of white oaks across all dbh 
categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest emory 
oak 
total no. of emory oaks across all dbh 
categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest silver
leaf oak 
total no. of silver-leaf oaks across 
all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest net-leaf 
oak 
total no. of net-leaf oaks across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest unknown 
oak species ... 
total no. of unknown oak species 
across all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest oak 
hybrid 



Appendix 3. Continued. 

Measurement technique 
Measurement 

Variable code 

Tree measurements, continued 
Heights, diameters, numbers of: 

QZDBHTOT 

SAHT, SADBH, SAVIG 

SADBHTOT 

SGHT, SGDBH, SGVIG 

SGDBHTOT 

DBH1TOT 

DBH2TOT 

DBH3TOT 

DBH4TOT 

DBH5TOT 

DBH6TOT 

TREETOT 
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Description 

total no. of oak hybrids across all 
dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest willow 
species 
total no. of willow species (trees) 
across all dbh categories 
height, dbh, vigor of tallest 
Goodding's willow 
total no. of Goodding's willows 
(trees) across all dbh categories 
total no. of all trees (all species) 
in 10-20 cm dbh category 
total no. of all trees (all species) 
in 21-30 cm dbh category 
total no. of all trees (all species) 
in 31-40 cm dbh category 
total no. of all trees (all species) 
in 41-50 cm dbh category 
total no. of all trees (all species) 
in 51-60 cm dbh category 
total no. of all trees (all species) 
in >61 cm dbh category 
total no. of trees (all species) 
counted in the plot, across all dbh 
.categories 

Shrub measurements (total number shrub species - 50) 
Presence/absence of: 

AATOT 
AETOT 
APTOT 
ARTOT 
AVTOT 
BCTOT 

BGTOT 

BSTOT 

madrone shrub 
catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii) shrub 
manzanita shrub 
maple shrub 
agave shrub 
California brickellia (Brickellia 
californica~ shrub 
smooth bouvardia (Bouvardia 
ternifolia) shrub 
seep-willow shrub 



Appendix 3. Continued. 

Measurement technique 
Measurement· 

Variable code 

Shrub measurements, continued 
Presence/absence of: 

BRTOT 
CBTOT 
CFTOT 
CSTOT 
CTTOT 
DRTOT 

EQTOT 
FCTOT 
FDTOT 

FSTOT 
GWTOT 
.:JDTOT 
JMTOT 
MBTOT 

PCTOT 
PETOT 
PGTOT 
PLTOT 
PMTOT 
PPTOT 
PSTOT 
PVTOT 
PWTOT 
PZTOT 
QATOT 
QBTOT 

QETOT 
QHTOT 
QRTOT 
QSTOT 
QCTOT 
QZTOT 
RBTOT 

RNTOT 

RTTOT 
SATOT 
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Description 

holly-grape (Berberis fremontii) shrub 
mountain mahogany shrub 
ceanothus shrub 
cliffrose (Cowania stansburiana) shrub 
cactus species shrub 
desert broom (Baccharis sarathroides) 
shrub 
horsetail (Eguisetum) shrub 
cottonwood shrub 
fairy duster (Calliandra eriophvlla) 
shrub . 
unknown ash species shrub 
silk tassel shrub 
juniper shrub 
walnut shrub 
catclaw mimosa (Mimosa aculeaticarpa) 
shrub 
pinyon shrub 
Apache pine shrub 
mesquite (Prosopsis sp.) 
Chihuahua pine shrub 
Douglas-fir shrub 
ponderosa pine shrub 
white pine shrub 
chokecherry shrub 
sycamore shrub 
unknown pine species shrub 
Arizona white oak shrub 
Mexican blue oak (Q. oblonqifolia) 
shrub 
emory oak shrub 
silver-leaf oak shrub 
net-leaf oak shrub 
unknown oak species shrub 
wavy-leaf (Q. undulata) oak shrub 
hybird oak shrub 
coffeeberry (RhamnUS betulaefolia) 
shrub 
New Mexico locust (Robinia 
neomexicana) shrub 
squawbush shrub 
willow species shrub 



Appendix 3. Continued. 

Measurement technique 
Measurement 

Variable code 

Shrub measurements, continued 
Presence/absence of: 

SGTOT 
TRTOT 
UGTOT 
VATOT 
VCTOT 

YUTOT 

Description 

Goodding's willow shrub, 
poison ivy vines 
sumac (Choriophylla) shrub 
Arizona grape vine 
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Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus 
vitacea) vine 
yucca species shrub 
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